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Introduction
In this report, we divide our argument into two Chapters.
In Chapter 1, we discuss the Horikawa index of pencils of curves, This invariant is
defined to be the local contribution of the fiber germ from the lower bound of the slope
inequality of fibered surfaces. One of the main topic is the relation between this invariant
and some properties of the Picard functor of the Deligne-Mumford compactification $\Lambda\overline{f}_{g}$ .
For certain families of stable curves, we have a method to describer the Horikawa index
in terms of the intersection number of some divisor on $\Lambda^{J}\overline{I}_{g}$ and the image of the moduli
map.
First, in order to understand Horikawa $\prime \mathrm{s}$ original invariant [Hol] for genus 2 fibration
from this viewpoint. we apply Mumford.’s formula [Mu2] \S 8.
Next we consider maximal-gonal fibrations of odd genus. We apply Harris-Mumford’s
formula $[\mathrm{H}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{u}]$ , which expresses $\mathrm{t}_{1}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}$ divisor of “non-maximal gonal locus” in terms of
the explicit linear combination of the Hodge bundle and the boundary divisor on $\mathit{1}\lambda\overline{d}_{g}$ . $\cdot\backslash \mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}$
also consider generic genus 4 fibrations, arid apply Eiserlbud-Harris formula [EH] with
respect to the divisor of “violating the Petri condition“
This method works directly for stable families, but we note that many pencils which
appear in the study of surfaces of general type are unstable. For an unstable family, we
describe explicitly the correction term of Horikawa index arising from the local stable
reduction of the fiber germ by using the local monodromy data. This part is induced
from the result of Chapter II by using the relation of Horikawa index and local signature.
In Chapter II, we discuss the local signature of pencils of curves. This invariant is
defined to be the local contribution of the fiber germs to the global signature of the total
space. For a stable faanily, the interesting discussions are already appear in K. Yoshikawa,
[Y1] and I. Smith [S] via the moduli theory. Therefore we concent,rate our attention to
an unstable family, and describe explicitly the correction term from the ininimal stable
reduction to the local signature of the stable family.
By the orbifold version of the equivariant signature theorem, the problem is reduced $\mathrm{t}_{1}\mathrm{o}$
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a calculation of the Dedekind sum of the local monodromy data of Nielsen, which can be
solved by using a certain formula in Matsumoto-Montesinos [MM1] relating a succession
of fractional Dehn twists. This is the key point in the discussion of Chapter II.
This is the report for the symposium which is held at RIMS organized by Professor M.
Ishizaka in 16th-l9th Jan. 2006. But the author should write at the same time the report
for the workshop held at Sogang University organized by Professor Y. Lee in Dec. 2005
and the report for the workshop held in Hakone organized by Professor Y. Matsumoto in
28th-30th Jan. 2006. Please admit that Chapter I is overlapped with the report for Sogang
Univ. and Chapter II is overlapped with the report for Hakone, and that Chapter I is
written in English and Chapter II is written in Japanese. The author thanks Professors
M. Ishizaka, Y. Lee and Y. Matsumoto for above supports.
The author expresses his special thanks to Professor K. Yoshikawa for many discus-
sions. The communication with him [Y2] is very important to the work and we are
preparing some collaborated paper.
The author also thanks Professor K. Konno and Professor Y. $\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}_{}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t},0$ , from whom
the $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}$,hor lea.rned many things about $\mathrm{t}_{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}$ subject.
CHAPTER 1
HORIKAWA INDEX AND MODULI MAP
1 Slope inequality and slope equality
Let $f$ : $Sarrow B$ be a fibration of curves of genus $g\geq 2$ from a compact complex surfaces $S$
to a nonsingular curve $B$ of genus $g(B)$ . Let $I\iota_{s^{\neg}/B}’$ be the relative canonical bundle and let
X $J=c_{1}(f_{*}I\iota_{S/B}’)=\mathrm{t}(\mathcal{O}_{S})-(g-1)(g(B)-1)$ be the relative holomorphic Euler-Poincare
characteristic. The basic invariants $(\mathrm{A}_{6^{\neg}/B}^{\prime \mathrm{z}}, \backslash _{J})$ satisfy the slope inequality $([\mathrm{X}1])$
$\frac{4(’g-1)}{g}\mathrm{x}_{J}\leq I^{2}\mathrm{t}^{r_{S/B}}\leq 12\backslash \prime f$ .
Note that the lower bound $(4(g-1))/g)\mathrm{x}_{f}=I\iota_{S/B}^{\nearrow 2}$ occurs only when $f$ is a hyperelliptic
fibration $([\mathrm{K}\mathrm{o}2])$ . Therefore if $f$ is a non-hyperelliptic fibration, a more sharp inequality
should exist. More precisely, we assume $\mathrm{t}_{\}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}$ the general fiber of $f$ sat,isfies a cert,ain
condition $(*)$ . In other words, the generic fiber of $f$ is assumed to be contained in a
certain “geometrically-preassigned” subvarietiy $N_{\{*)}$ on the moduli space $M_{g}$ of curves
of genus $g$ . Then one can expect that there exists a rational nuniber $\lambda_{(*)}$ such that the
inequality
$\lambda_{(*)\}_{f}}\leq Ii_{S/B}^{\prime 2}$ (1)
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holds for any pencil $f$ satisfying the condition $(*)$ , and furthermore infinitely many ex-
amples attain the lower bound $h_{S/B}^{2}’=\lambda_{(*)\lambda j}$ . For instance, the followings are known;
(i) If $f$ is non-hyperelliptic of $g=3$ , then the slope bound is $\lambda_{(*)}=3$ . $([\mathrm{K}\mathrm{o}1], [\mathrm{C}\mathrm{C}], [\mathrm{R}])$
(ii) If $f$ is two trigonal (i.e. generic in moduli) of $g=4$ , then $\lambda_{\langle*)}=7/2$ . ( $[\mathrm{C}]$ , [Ko2])
(iii) If $f$ is one trigonal of $g=4$ , then $\lambda_{\langle*)}=24/7$ . ( $[\mathrm{C}]$ , [Ko2])
(iv) If $f$ is four-gonal of $g=5$ , then $\lambda_{(*)}=4$ . $([\mathrm{K}\mathrm{o}2])$
(v) If $f$ is trigonal of $g=.5$ , then $\lambda_{\langle*)}=40/11$ . $([\mathrm{K}\mathrm{o}2])$
(vi) If $f$ is maximal-gonal of odd genus. then $\lambda_{(*)}=6(g-1)/(g+1)$ . $([\mathrm{K}\mathrm{o}3])$
If the slope inequality is established for a class of pencils with the property $(*)$ , then our
next problem is to analyze the local contribution of the fiber germs from the lower bound.
Namely, can one define and $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}$ a non-negative number $\mathcal{H}(F_{P})\geq 0(F_{P}=f^{-1}(P))$
depending on the fiber germ $(f, F_{P})$ so that
$\mathrm{A}_{S/B}^{\nearrow 2}-\lambda_{(*)\chi_{j}}=\sum_{i}\mathcal{H}(f, F_{P},).?$. (2)
Here the summation is finite, i.e. the fiber germs $(f, F_{P})$ with $\mathcal{H}(f, F_{P})>0$ is finite. This
is so-called the slope equality problem and the number $\mathcal{H}(f, F_{P})$ is called the Horikawa
index (or $H$-index for short) of the fiber germ.
Historically, Horikawa solved this problem for $g=2$ , and applied it to analyze the
structure of surfaces near the Noether line $c_{1}^{\mathit{2}}=2\backslash -4([\mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}2])$ . Among the classification
table of degenerate fiber germs of $g=\underline{9}$ due to Namikawa-Ueno [NU], the germs with
positive Horikawa index are in very small classes [Hol]. By combing this result with his
solution [Ho3] of Morsification problem for $g=2$ (see also [AA] Cor. 4.12). we can simply
state as follows;
Theorem 1.1 (Horikawa) (i) For any fiber $g\epsilon rm(f, F)$ of genus 2. the $H- index\mathcal{H}(f.F)$
is well-defined. Namely, for any pencil of curves $f$ : $Sarrow B$ of genu.$\mathrm{Q}\mathit{2},$ $u’ e$ have $\mathrm{A}_{6^{\neg}/B^{-}}^{\prime 2}$
$2_{\lambda J}= \sum_{i}\mathcal{H}(f, F_{i})$ with $\mathcal{H}(f.F_{i})\geq 0$ .
(ii) Let $(f, F_{1})(rc_{-\}.p. (f, F_{2}))b\epsilon$ an irreducible ( $rC_{-}^{\neg}.\backslash p$ . a reducible) $Lefsch\epsilon’ t\approx fib_{C’}r$ germ
of genus 2. Then $\mathcal{H}(f, F_{1})=0$ and $\mathcal{H}(f.F_{\mathit{2}})=1$ .
(iii) Any fiber germ $(f, F)$ of genus 2 is decomposed via local $d\epsilon formation,s$ into $s\epsilon \mathrm{t}’\epsilon ral$
$L\epsilon f\llcorner \mathrm{s}chet\approx fiber$ germs preserving the summation of Horikawa indicies. Namely, $(f, F)$
$d\epsilon$composes into $a$ irreducible Lefschetz fiber germs $and/\mathit{3}$ reducible $Lefschet\approx fiber$ germs
for some non-negative integers $a$ and $\beta$ such that $\mathcal{H}(f, F)=\beta$ .
Our motivation is to seek after the method for considering the slope equality problem
of genus $\geq 3$ . Cornalba-Harris [CH] discussed the slope inequality problem via the appli-
cation of moduli theory of curves. Here we also try to the slope equality problem from
this viewpoint.
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2 Picard functor on $\overline{M}_{g}$
We review the facts about the Picard functor on the Deligne-Munford compactification
$\mathrm{A}\overline{f}_{g}[\mathrm{D}\mathrm{M}]$ , which will be used later. For the references, see $[\mathrm{H}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{o}]$ , [Mu2], [Mu2], $[\mathrm{H}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{u}]$
etc.
Let 7 be an element in the rationally defined Picard functor $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}_{\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}}(\mathrm{A}\overline{f}_{g})\otimes \mathrm{Q}$ on the
moduli stack $\Lambda\overline{f}_{g}$ . By definition, it means the association 7 to each family $\rho$ : $\mathcal{X}arrow B$
of stable curves of a rational divisor class $\gamma(\rho)\in \mathrm{P}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}(\mathcal{B})\otimes \mathrm{Q}$ , such t,hat for any base
extension $\rho’$ : $\mathcal{X}’\simeq B’\cross_{L\backslash }\neg \mathcal{X}arrow B’$ the class $7^{J’}(\rho’)$ associated to the morphism $\rho’$ : $\mathcal{X}’arrow \mathcal{B}’$
coincides with the pull back by B’ $arrow B\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\gamma(\rho)$ .
On t,he other hand, let, $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}(I\overline{f}_{g})(\mathfrak{x}\gamma \mathrm{Q}$ be $\mathrm{t}_{}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}$ Picard group with $\mathrm{Q}$-coefliicient on $\Lambda\overline{/}f_{g}$ , i.e.
the isomorphism class of $\mathrm{Q}$-line bundle on the complex orbifold $\Lambda\overline{f}_{g}$ . Then there exists an
isomorphism
$\mathrm{P}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}(\overline{h}\mathit{1}_{g})(=\wedge \mathrm{J}\mathrm{Q}$ $\simeq$ $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}_{\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}}(\Lambda\overline{\prime f}_{g})\mathfrak{c}=\wedge \mathrm{Q}$ (3)
such t,ha,$\mathrm{t}$ the following condition holds:
For any codimension 1 subvariety $\Sigma\in\Lambda\overline{f}_{\mathit{9}}$ , let $\sigma\in \mathrm{P}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}_{\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}}(\Lambda\overline{f}_{g})(\overline{\prime \mathrm{J}}\mathrm{Q}$ be the corresponding
element to the divisor $[\Sigma]$ via (3). Let $\rho$ : X $arrow \mathcal{B}$ be a one-parameter family of stable
curves and $\pi_{\rho}$ : $Barrow\Lambda^{J}\overline{I}_{g}$ be the moduli map.
(i) Assume that a finite number of fibers ,$\mathrm{Y}_{b}$ of $\rho$ corresponds to points of $\Sigma$ . Then the
value $\sigma(\rho)$ is given as follows; Let $\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}(\mathcal{X}_{b})$ be the Kuranishi space of $\mathcal{X}_{b}$ . Then $\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}(\mathcal{X}_{b})$
is isomorphic to $\mathrm{E}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{t}_{}^{1}(\Omega_{\lambda_{b}}^{1}\cdot, \mathcal{O}_{*_{b}},\cdot)$ and the moduli space $\Lambda\overline{f}_{g}$ is locally isomorphic to t,he
quotient space $\mathrm{E}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{t}^{1}(\Omega_{\lambda_{b}}^{1}.\cdot.\mathcal{O}_{\lambda_{b}}\cdot)/\mathrm{A}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}(\lambda_{b}^{\text{ }})$ near the point $[\lambda_{b}’]$ . Now let $\tilde{\underline{\nabla,}}$ be the inverse
image of $\Sigma$ in $\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}(\mathcal{X}_{b})$ , which is Cartier since $\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}(\mathcal{X}_{b})$ is smoot, $\mathrm{h}$ . By t,he versality of
$\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}(\lambda_{b}’)$ , there exists a neighborhood $\mathcal{U}_{b}\subset B$ of $b$ and the local moduli map $\pi_{b}\sim$ : $\mathcal{U}_{b}arrow$
$\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}(,\mathrm{Y}_{b})$ . We define the multiplicity mult $b(\sigma)$ to be the usual intersection multiplicity
$(\tilde{\pi}_{b}(\mathcal{U}_{b}),\tilde{\Sigma})_{\overline{\pi_{b}}\{b)}$ in the smoot, $\mathrm{h}$ space $\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}(\mathcal{X}_{b})$ . Then
$\sigma(\rho)=\sum_{b}$ mult $b(\sigma)\cdot b$. (4)
(ii) Assume $\Sigma$ is irreducible and let $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}(C)$ be the automorphism group of the general
point $[C]\in\Sigma$ . Then
$\sigma(\rho)=\frac{1}{\#\mathrm{A}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}(G)}\pi_{\rho}^{*}([^{\underline{\nabla}}])$ .
Next let $L_{\lambda}$ be the Hodge bundle on $\mathit{1}?\overline{I}_{g}$ . and $\lambda=c_{1}(L_{\lambda})$ be its first Chern class in
orbifold sense. As a $\mathrm{Q}$-functor, the evaluation $L_{\lambda}(\rho)$ for a stable family $\rho$ : $\mathcal{X}arrow B$ is
nothing but the determinant line bundle of the direct image of the relative dualizing sheaf
$\wedge^{g}\lambda_{*}\omega_{\lambda/L^{l}}$ . The Mumford’s original definition (and exist,ence) of $L_{\backslash }$, is as follows $([\mathrm{M}\mathrm{u}1])$ :
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Let $H_{g}$ be the locally closed subscheme of a suitable Hilbert scheme parametrizing
stable curves in a fixed projective space $\mathrm{P}^{\nu-1}$ , and $p:Z_{g}arrow H_{g}$ be the universal family.
Then the algebraic group PGL(v) acts on $H_{g}$ , and the moduli space $\Lambda\overline{f}_{g}$ is nothing but the
quotient space $H_{g}/\mathrm{P}\mathrm{G}\mathrm{L}(\iota \text{ })$ . Moreover the PGL(u)-invariant part $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}(H_{g})^{\mathrm{P}\mathrm{G}\mathrm{L}(\nu)}$ coincides
with $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}_{\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}}(\Lambda\overline{f}_{g})$ . Then we define $L_{\lambda}$ to be $\wedge^{g}p_{*}\omega z_{/}H_{\mathit{9}}$ .
Recently, the existence of the global tautological family $\rho:C\simarrow\Omega$ is proved [ACV].
Namely St is a smooth variety and $C$ is a universal family of stable curves with a certain
level structure, and a natural finit, $\mathrm{e}$ Galois cover $\tau$ : $\Omegaarrow\Lambda\overline{f}_{g}$ exists. Then the Hodge
bundle $L_{\lambda}$ is also identified with $(1/\deg\tau)\tau_{*}(\wedge^{g}\rho_{*}(\sim\omega_{C/\Omega}))$ .
On the other hand, let $L_{\kappa}$ , be the first tautological line bundle on $\Lambda\overline{f}_{g}$ , and $\kappa_{1}=c_{1}(L_{\kappa_{1}})$
be its first Chern class. The class $\kappa_{1}$ is also called the (dual of) first Morita-Mumford
class. As a $\mathrm{Q}$-functor, the evaluation $L_{\kappa}$ , $(\rho)$ for a stable family $\rho$ : $\mathcal{X}arrow B$ is nothing but
$\rho_{*}(I\iota_{\mathrm{t}/\mathcal{B}}^{2}.)’.\cdot$
Let $\Lambda\overline{f}_{g}\backslash M_{g}=\sum_{i=0}^{[g/2]}\Gamma_{i}$ be the irreducible decomposition of the boundary divisor,
where $\Gamma_{i}(1\leq i\leq[g/‘ 2])$ is the closure of the locus of Lefschetz curves whose genera of
the two components are $i$ and $g-i$ , and $\Gamma_{0}$ is that of irreducible Lefschetz curves. Let
$\delta=\sum_{i=0}^{[g/2]}\delta_{i}$ be the corresponding $\mathrm{Q}$-functor. Since the general curve [C] $\in\delta_{1}$ has an
involution, we should consider $\delta=[\Gamma_{0}]+(1/2)[\Gamma_{1}]+[\Gamma_{2}]+\cdots+[\Gamma_{[g/2]}]$ in view of (ii). We
also use the same symbol $\delta_{i}$ as its first Chern class.
Note $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\dagger\downarrow$ the curve of the generic point on a divisor $D$ on $\Lambda\overline{f}_{g}$ has non-trivial auto-
morphism if and only if $D=\Gamma_{1}$ or $D$ is the hyperelliptic locus on $\Lambda\overline{f}_{3}$ . In these cases, we
should multiplv 1/2. Otherwise, the correspondence (3) is direct. From now, by ninding
the above fact, we identify $\mathrm{Q}$-functor and $\mathrm{Q}$-divisor on $\Lambda\overline{f}_{g}$ via (3) and use the same
symbol.
Now the first Mumford relation [Mu2] says that,
$\kappa_{1}=\frac{1}{12}‘(\lambda+\delta)$ . (5)
If we evaluate the relation (5) of Picard functors to a one-parameter family $\rho$ : $\mathcal{X}arrow B$ of
stable curves, we obtain the relative Noether formula
$I \mathrm{t}^{r2}‘*\cdot/L\backslash \neg=\frac{1}{12}.(\backslash _{\beta}+\mathcal{E}(\mathcal{X}’))$ (6)
where $\mathcal{E}(\mathcal{X}’)=\backslash _{L}\mathrm{t}.\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}(\lambda’)-(2-2g)_{\lambda \mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}}(B)$ is the topological Euler contribution of the
semi-stable model $\lambda’’$ of X, i.e. X’ is the resolution space of rational double points of $\mathrm{t}_{1}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}$
$A$ on X.
We prove (6). Since the evaluation of the functors A and $\kappa_{1}$ is clear. we should
consider the functor $\delta$ . Let $Q$ be a node on a stable fiber $F_{P}=\rho^{-1}(P)$ . The surface \mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$}
is locally defined near $Q$ by the equat,ion $I^{\cdot}y-t^{d\langle Q)}=0$ for a, positive integer $d(Q)$ , i.e.
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$\mathcal{X}$ has a rational double point of type $A_{d(Q)-1}$ at $Q$ . Then the intersection multiplicity
$(\overline{\pi_{P}}(\mathcal{U}_{P}),\delta)_{\overline{\pi}_{P}(P)}\sim$ in the discussion (i) coincides with $\sum_{Q_{j}}d(Q_{i})$ , where $\{Q_{i}\}$ moves the set
of nodes on $F_{P}$ .
Indeed, by $\mathrm{t},\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}$ argument of [DM] \S 1, the germ $(f, F_{P})$ can be deformed to $\sum_{Q_{i}}d(Q_{i})$
atomic $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}_{\downarrow}\mathrm{s}$ fiber germs. $\mathrm{N}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\dagger$, an atomic Lefschetz fiber germ is the germ of
a stable curve with an unique node such that, the ambient surface is nonsingular at the
node, or equivalently, the image of the local moduli map to the Kuranishi space meets
transversally to the lift of 6. Since the sum of the multiplicity is preserved via defor-
mation, the above assertion is clear. (This discussion is sometimes called “Morsification
argument”.)
Since the semi-stable fiber $F_{P}^{*}$ of $F_{P}$ is obtained by the resolution of all the $A_{Q_{1}-1}$
singularities of the nodes $Q_{i}$ on $F_{P}$ , we have $\mathcal{E}(F_{P}^{*})=\chi_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}}(F_{P}^{*})-(2-‘ 2g)=\sum_{Q_{j}}d(Q_{i})$ .
Since $\mathcal{E}(\lambda’’)=\sum_{P}\mathcal{E}(F_{P}^{*})$ . the assertion (6) holds.
3 Genus 2 fibration once more
Can we understand Theorem 1.1 from the $\mathrm{v}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\uparrow \mathrm{I}$ of moduli theory of curves ?
$\mathrm{W}^{\gamma}\mathrm{e}$ remember a result of Mumford [Mu2] \S 8 for $g=2$ . In $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}_{\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}}(\overline{M}_{2})\Theta \mathrm{Q}$, he showed
the non-trivial relation
$10\lambda=\delta_{0}+2\delta_{1}$ . (7)
It, follows from (5) and (7) that
$\kappa_{1}-2\lambda=\delta_{1}$ . (8)
Now let $f$ : $Sarrow B$ be a stable fibration of genus 2, and $\pi_{f}$ : $Barrow\overline{M}_{g}$ be the moduli
map. We evaluate (8) to $f$ , and obtain
$\mathrm{A}_{\backslash ^{\neg}}^{\prime 2}B-\sim/2\backslash f=\deg(\pi_{f}^{*}\delta_{1})$ . (.9)
From this, we can introduce another version of $\mathrm{H}$-index as follows:
Let $(f, F_{P})$ be a fiber germ of $f$ and $\overline{\pi}_{f}$ : $\mathfrak{t}^{T_{P}}arrow \mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}(F_{P})$ be the local $\mathrm{m}o$duli map to
the Kuranishi space. Then we define the $\mathrm{H}$-index by the intersect,ion number
$\mathcal{H}(f, F_{P})=(\sim\pi_{f}(\mathrm{U}p), \delta_{1}^{\sim})_{\overline{\pi}_{f}(P)}$ . (10)
Then $\mathrm{t},1\downarrow \mathrm{e}$ relation (9) is $\mathrm{r}$ -written $\mathrm{b}\}^{r}$
$I \iota_{3^{\neg}/B}^{\prime 2}-2_{\mathrm{Y}f}=\sum_{P}\mathcal{H}(f, F_{P})$
. (11)
Since $\mathrm{H}$-index of a smooth fiber germ is zero by the definition (10), t,he right,-hand side
of (11) is a finite sum. Moreover, we have examples of pencils.$f$. of genus 2 which attain
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any pre-assigned positive integers $(I\iota_{5^{\neg}/B}^{\nearrow 2}‘’\iota_{f})$ with $I\iota_{S/B}^{I2}-2_{\lambda j}=0$ . because we can easily
construct such pencils with at most irreducible Lefschetz fibers. (Note that $\delta_{0}$ does not
contribute $\mathrm{H}$-index !)
We describe $\mathcal{H}(.f\cdot, F_{P})$ more explicitly. We call a node $Q$ on a stable fiber $F_{P}$ separated
if the complement $F_{P}\backslash \{Q\}$ is disconnected. By the language of local monodromy around
$F_{P},$ $Q$ is separated iff the vanishing cycle corresponds to $Q$ is a separated simple closed




PHOOF Similar to the proof of(6).
Therefore we have enough knowledges for the stable family.
Next let $f$ : $Sarrow B$ be any $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}_{}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ of genus 2 admitting unstable fibers. Since
$\dim B=1$ , the moduli map is $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ to a morphism by the valuative criterion, which
we also write $\pi_{j}$ : $Barrow\Lambda\overline{f}_{g}$ . For an unstable fiber $F_{P}$ , the $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{c}}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}$ curve $[\pi_{j}(P)]\in \mathrm{A}\overline{/}I_{g}$
is nothing but the cerltral fiber of $\mathrm{t}_{1}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}$ local stable reduction of $(f, F_{P})$ . Bu\dagger \dagger in order t,o
analyze $\mathrm{H}$-index, we have some trouble for using this extended moduli map. Because :
Lemma 3.2 $Ther\epsilon$ exists a splitting family $\{f_{u} : S_{u}arrow\triangle_{u}\}_{u\in\triangle}$ of a degeneration of
curves of genus 2 ($\triangle_{1l},$ $\triangle$ are unit disks) which satisfy the follo $u’ ing$:
(i) The pencil $f_{0}$ : $S_{0}arrow\triangle 0$ has a unique singular fiber $F=f_{0}^{-1}(0)$ such that:
(a) $F$ has the $i’\cdot"\epsilon duc\dot{\mathrm{t}}bl\epsilon$ decomposition $F=2E_{1}+E_{2}+E_{3}$ so that $E_{1}$ is a no’?-singular
elliptic curvc, $E_{i}(i=2,3)$ are $(-2)$ -curves and $E_{1}E_{2}=E_{1}E_{3}=1_{f}E_{2}E_{3}=0$ ,
(b) $\mathcal{H}(f_{0}, F)=1$ .
(c) $Th\epsilon$ stable reduction $\overline{f_{0}}:’\underline{6}_{0}\sim,arrow\overline{\triangle 0}$ of $f_{0}$ is a smooth family.
(d) The topological monodrom $yof.f_{0}$ is periodic of order 2 of a Riemann surface of genus
2 with the total valency $1/‘ 2+1/‘ 2$ .
(ii) The pencil $f_{u}$ : $S_{u}arrow\triangle_{u}(u\neq 0)$ has four singular $fib\epsilon rs$, and one of them is a
reducible atomic Lefsch $\epsilon t\approx fiber$ and three of thern are irreducible atomic $L\epsilon f_{\mathrm{L}}\mathrm{s}ch\epsilon t\approx fibers$ .
PROOF Let $\mathfrak{a}_{i}(1\leq i\leq 3)$ be mutually distinct complex numbers. Let $(x.t, u)\in$
$\mathrm{C}\cross\triangle\cross\triangle$ be a relative inhomogeneous $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}_{}\mathrm{e}$of $\mathrm{P}^{1}\cross\triangle\cross\triangle$ . We define the branch
divisor $D$ on $\mathrm{p}\iota\cross\triangle\cross\triangle$ by the equation
$\prod_{i=1}^{3}.(t-ug’-\mathrm{O}i\mathrm{J}^{\cdot})2=0$ .
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Then the simultaneous resolution space of the double cover of $\mathrm{P}^{1}\cross\triangle \mathrm{x}\triangle$ branched along
$D$ induces the desired splitting family. (See Figure 1.) Note that the stable reduction $f_{0}\sim$
of $f_{0}$ is induced from the double cover $\overline{\triangle_{0}}arrow\triangle$ . Q.E.D.
Although the image $\pi_{f_{0}}(0)$ is not contained in the support of $\delta_{1}$ by (c), the germ
$(f_{0}, F)$ has positive $\mathrm{H}$-index. This means that the $\mathrm{H}$-index of an unstable fiber germ is
not controlled via this extended moduli map. We also comment that, the moduli map of
the two-parameter $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}1.\backslash ^{\gamma}\bigcup_{u\in\triangle}S_{u}arrow\triangle\cross\triangle$ has an indeterminacy at $(0,0)$ and cannot






monodromy map of $f_{0}$
(Figure 1)
We understand this phenomenon in the following way. Back to the original unsta.ble
family $f$ . let $(f\hat{F})\wedge$, be the germ of the local stable reduction of the germ $(f.F)$ . More
precisel. $r,$ $1\mathrm{e}\uparrow|f’$ : $S’arrow\triangle$ be a $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}$ small $\uparrow|\mathrm{u}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\cdot$ neigilborhood of $F$ in $S$ and $\uparrow$’
be the $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}$,llest integer of the covering degree $\triangle\simarrow\triangle$ so that the desingularization of
$S’\cross_{\triangle}\triangle\sim$ induces a $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{f}$,able falnil\.’.f’ : $\llcorner\backslash ^{\gamma}’$
\wedge
$\wedgearrow\triangle\wedge$ . and $(f_{\backslash }\hat{F})\wedge$ be the $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot\ln$ of the central fiber
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$\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}.f \wedge$‘. Then, by the same method which we explain in the next section, we define the
stable $H$-defect $\partial \mathcal{H}(f, F)$ and write
$\mathcal{H}(f, F)=\frac{1}{n}\mathcal{H}(\hat{f}_{\tau}\hat{F})+\partial \mathcal{H}(f., F)$. (12)
Note that stable $\mathrm{H}$-defect is defined for any fiber germ of arbitrary genus, and is written
explicitly in terms of topological local monodromy data around F. (Compare with the
$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}_{\downarrow}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ discussion in [Tan] II, p.672.) Since $\mathcal{H}(f\hat{F})\wedge$, is described in Lemma 3.1, we
can recover the $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{a}[] \mathrm{w}\mathrm{a}’ \mathrm{s}$ theory of $\mathrm{H}$-index of genus 2 [Hol] without using the method
of double covering. The coincidence of the original $\mathrm{H}$-index and (12) is proved by the
same argument as in [Te]. For example, with respect to the family $f_{0}$ : $S_{0}arrow\triangle 0$ in
Lemma 3.2, an easy calculation shows that $\partial \mathcal{H}(f_{0}.F_{0})=1$ and $\mathcal{H}(f_{0},F_{0})\wedge\wedge=0$ , which
imply $\mathcal{H}(f_{0}.F_{0})=1$ .
This consideration $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{t}_{1}$ suggest that the $\mathrm{H}$-index is, in general principle, written by
(H–index) $=$ ( $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$of $‘ \mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}’$ ) $+$ ( $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$of “monodronry“). (13)
$\mathrm{H}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}_{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}1\}^{r}$. t,he importance of the $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{f}\downarrow \mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}_{}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}11$ of
$\cdot$ stable reduct,ion to invariants of
surfaces was, in author’s knowledge, discovered by Viehweg [Vi] and Xiao [X2] and then
a work of Tan [Tan] appeared. We made a new start from [A1] [A2] by combining the
monodromy. Here we also discuss from this point of view.
4 Localization via Harris-Mumford and
Eisenbud-Harris formulas
Let $D$ be a $\mathrm{Q}$-divisor on $\Lambda\overline{I}_{g}$ . A fibration $f$ : $Sarrow B$ of genus $g$ is called $D$-generic iff
the image of the extended moduli map $\pi_{j}$ : $Barrow\overline{\Lambda f}_{g}$ is not contained in the locus of $D$ ;
$\pi_{f}(B)\not\subset \mathrm{S}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}(D)$ . By the $D$-critical $s\epsilon t$ Crit $f(D)$ of $f$ , we means the set of points $P\in B$
such 1 hat $\pi_{f}(P)\in \mathrm{S}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}(D)\cup(\Lambda\overline{I}_{g}\backslash \mathrm{A}f_{g})$ . If $f$ is $D$-generic, then Crit$f(D)$ is a finite $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}_{1}$ .
Now the aim of this section is to consider the slope equality problem for D-generic
fibrations in the following two cases:
(A) The genus is odd, say $g=2k-1(k\geq 2)$ . and $D$ is the closure of the locus of smooth
curves whose gonalities are less $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a},\mathrm{t}k+1$ , i.e. $D$ is the “non-maximal-gonaJ” locus.
(B) The genus is $g=4$ , and Z) is the closure of the locus of smooth curves with one $g_{3}^{1}$ ,
or in other words, the curves whose canonical images are contained in singular quadrics.
(Note that, the generic curve of genus 4 has two $g_{3}^{1}$ and the canonical image is contained
in a smooth quadric.)
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First we consider (A). In $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}_{\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}}(\mathrm{J}^{-}I_{2k-1})(\mathrm{i}3\vee$ Q. the Harris-Mumford formula $[\mathrm{H}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{u}]$ says
that
$D= \frac{(2k-4)!}{k!(k-\mathit{2})!}‘\{6(k+1)\lambda-k\delta_{0}-\sum_{0=1}^{k-1}3\mathfrak{a}(2k-1-0)\delta_{\mathrm{o}}\}$ . (14)
We seek after the maximal number $.r$ such that $\kappa_{1}-x\lambda$ is a $\mathrm{Q}- \mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}$ combination of
$D,$ $\delta_{0}.\cdots.\delta_{k-1}$ so that all the coefficients are non-negative. By (14) and (5), the solution
is $x=6(k-1)/k=6(g-1)/(g+1)$ , which coincides with Konno’s bound \S 1(vi). Then
$\kappa_{1}-\frac{6(g-1)}{g+1}\lambda=\frac{(k^{\wedge}-1)!(k-\mathit{2})!}{(2k^{\wedge-}4)!}D+\sum_{\mathfrak{a}=1}^{k-1}\frac{(60-1)\mathrm{A}^{\wedge}\prime-3\alpha(\alpha+1)}{k^{\wedge}}\delta_{\mathrm{o}}$ . (15)
Note that the coefficient of $\delta_{0}$ vanishes.
Now let, $f$ : $Sarrow B$ a $D$-generic (i.e. maximal-gonal) fibration of odd genus $g=2k-1$
$(k\geq 2)$ . We first assume $f$ is stable. Let $(f, F_{P})$ be a fiber germ of $P\in$ Crit$f(D)$ , and
$\overline{\pi p};\zeta_{P}^{r},arrow \mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}(F_{P})$ be the local moduli map. We define
$\mathcal{H}(.f, F_{P})=(\overline{\pi_{P}}(U_{P}),$ $\frac{(k^{\sim}-1)!(k-2)!}{(2k^{\wedge-}4)!}\tilde{D}+\sum_{\alpha=1}^{k-1}\frac{(6\mathrm{c}-1)k-3\mathfrak{a}(\alpha+1)}{k}\delta_{\mathrm{o}}^{\sim})_{\overline{\pi_{P}}\{P)}$ (16)
where $\tilde{D}$ and $\overline{\delta_{\mathrm{o}}}$ are the $1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{t}_{}$ of $D$ and $\delta_{\mathfrak{a}}$ to $\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}(F_{P})$ respectively. Then $\mathcal{H}(f, F_{P})\geq 0$ .
and it follows from the evaluation of (15) to $f$ that
$I \mathrm{t}_{S/B}^{2}-’\frac{6(g-1)}{g+1}\chi_{f}=\sum_{P\in \mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}_{f}(\mathcal{D})}\mathcal{H}(f, F_{P})$ . (17)
For instance, if $k=2$ . i.e. $f$ is a non-hyperelliptic fibration of genus 3, we have $I_{1_{S/B^{-}}}^{\nearrow 2}$
$.3 \backslash J=\sum_{P\in \mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}_{f}(D)}\mathcal{H}(.f, F_{P})$ where $\mathcal{H}(.f, F_{P})=(\overline{\pi_{P}}(L^{T_{P}}), D+2\delta_{1})_{\overline{\pi_{P}}(P)}$ and the support of
$D$ is nothing but the hyperelliptic locus.
Next $f$ is assumed to be unstable. Let $(f\hat{F}_{P})\wedge$. be the germ of the minimal stable
reduction of $(f, F_{P})$ for $P\in$ Crit$f(D)$ , and $??(P)$ be the order of the covering map of
the base change to obtain $(f\hat{F}_{P})\wedge.$ . Let $\partial S(.f, F_{P})$ be the stable signature $d\epsilon f\epsilon ct$ which we
define in Chapter II \S 11. By using $\partial S(.f, F_{P})$ and the topological Euler contribution, we
define t,he stable $\mathrm{H}$-defect by
$.m(f, F_{P})=.‘ \frac{3(g+3)}{2(g+1)}.\partial S(f, F_{P})+.\frac{g+\overline{/}}{2(g+1)}\{\mathcal{E}(F_{P})-\frac{1}{n(P)}\mathcal{E}(\hat{F}_{P})\}$ , (18)
and set
$\mathcal{H}(f, F_{P})=,\frac{1}{?(P)}\mathcal{H}(f_{\backslash }\hat{F}_{P})+\partial \mathcal{H}(.f, F_{P})\wedge$. (19)
$\mathrm{N}\mathrm{o}\uparrow|\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}_{}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\dagger$ the defini $(_{}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}(19)$ is explicit. because t,he $\mathrm{H}$-index of the stable fiber germ
$\mathcal{H}(f\hat{F}_{P})\wedge$. is described by (16) and t,he $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}|\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}_{\mathrm{J}}1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{H}$-defect $\mathfrak{M}(f, F_{P})$ is described by the local
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monodromy data as in Chapter II. Then, by the same argument of the formula (2.1.3) in
[AK] p.13, we also have $I \iota_{S/B}^{\prime 2}-(6(g-1)/(g+1))\searrow f=\sum_{P\in \mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}_{f}(D)}\mathcal{H}(f, F_{P})$ .
We expect that $\mathcal{H}(f, F_{P})$ in (19) coincides with the Konno’s $\mathrm{H}$-index for a Clifford
general fibration $[\mathrm{K}o3]$ , which is defined by using the relative Koszul complex on the
relative canonical algebra. But this is yet, open, and furthermore the non-negativity of
(19) is not settled. The success of this would be the explicit description of Konno’s
$\mathrm{H}$-index via the “philosophy” of (13).
We comment that, with respect to a non-hyperelliptic fibration of genus 3, Konno’s H-
index coincides with the original Reid’s $\mathrm{H}$-index [R] (see also [Me]), and recently Chen-Tan
[CT] defined another type of $\mathrm{H}$-index via t,he method of triple coverings.
$\mathrm{N}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\uparrow|$ we consider (B). First in general, we put, $g=2(d-1)$ with $d\geq 3$ , and remember
the work of Eisenbud-Harris [EH]. Let $E_{d}^{1}$ be the $\mathrm{Q}$-divisor on $\mathrm{A}\overline{I}_{g}$ which is the closure
of the smooth curves $[C]$ possessing a linear pencil $|/’$ in a complete linear system $|L|$ of
degree $d$ with “violating the Petri condition“. i.e. $\mathrm{t},\mathrm{h}e$ product, map V $\mathrm{C}^{\rangle^{\backslash }}’ H^{0}(\mathrm{A}_{C}’(_{\vee}-.)L^{-1})arrow$
$H^{0}(C,, \mathrm{A}_{C}’)$ is not injective. In $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}_{\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}}(A\lambda^{-}I_{g})\mathrm{C})$ Q. they proved
$E_{d}^{1}=2 \frac{(2d-4)!}{d!(d-2)!}.\{(6d^{2}+d-6)\lambda-\sum_{i=0}^{d-1}a_{i}\delta_{i}\}$ . (20)
where $a_{0}=d(d-1)$ . $a_{1}=(2d-3)(.3d-2),$ $a_{2}=3(d-‘ 2)(4d-3)$ and $a_{i}\geq a_{i-1}$ for
$6d^{2}+d-6\leq i\leq d-1$ .
Especially for $g=4’$. the locus $E_{3}^{1}$ is nothing $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{f}_{}$ our $D$ in (B). and (20) is written by
$D=2(17\lambda-2\delta_{0}-7\delta_{1}-9\delta_{\mathit{2}})$ . (21)
We seek after the maximal number $x$ such that$\mathrm{X}\kappa_{1}-\mathrm{J}’\lambda$ is a $\mathrm{Q}$-linear combination of
$D,$ $\delta_{0},$ $\delta_{1},$ $\delta_{2}$ with non-negative coefficients. By (21) and (5), the solution is $x=7/2$ , which
coincides $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{I}}\mathrm{h}$ Chen-Konno’s bound \S l(ii). Then
$\kappa_{1}-\overline{.\frac{(}{2}}\lambda=\frac{1}{4}D+\cdot\frac{5}{2}\delta_{1}+\overline{‘\frac{l}{2}}\delta_{2}$ .
Therefore, for a stable $D$-generic genus 4 fibration $f:Sarrow B$ , we have
$\mathrm{A}_{S/B}^{\prime 2}-.\frac{(}{2}.\tau_{i}=\sum_{P\in \mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}_{f}(D)}\mathcal{H}(f, F_{P})$ (22)
where
$\mathcal{H}(f.F_{P})=(\overline{\pi_{P}}(I^{T_{P}})$ . $\frac{1}{4}\tilde{D}+’\frac{5}{2}\delta_{1}+\overline{\frac{l}{\mathit{2}}}\delta_{2})_{\overline{\pi_{P}}\langle P)}\sim.\sim$
is defined $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}1^{\backslash }1_{\sim}\mathrm{v}$ as in the case (A). Not, $\mathrm{e}$ that an explicit construction of this P-generic
fibration with a smooth critical fiber germ is written in [A3].
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For an unstable $D$-generic genus 4 fibration $f$ , by using the stable signature defect,
we put
$\partial \mathcal{H}(f, F_{P})=‘\frac{21}{10}\partial S(f, F_{P})+\frac{11}{10}\{\mathcal{E}(F_{P})-\frac{1}{n(P)}\mathcal{E}(\hat{F}_{P})\}$ ,
and define $\mathcal{H}(f, F_{P})$ as same as (19). Then we obtain the same formula as (22). But the
non-negativity of the above $\mathcal{H}(f, F_{P})$ is yet open.
Lastly in this Chapter, we comment that a sharp form of (20) would contribute the
problem for $D$-generic fibrations of even genus with $g\geq 6$ . For a fibration whose general
fiber has more restricted property $(*)$ as in \S 1, we cannot say anything because of the lack
of knowledge of $\mathrm{Q}$-divisors on the subvariety of $\overline{\mathrm{A}}I_{g}$ , which itself seems to be an interesting
problem. We also expect t,he development of the study of the relation of this problem and
$\mathrm{Q}$-adjoint system on $\mathrm{J}^{-}I_{g}$ of Y. Lee [L].
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: at $\mathrm{b}\sigma 2\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\overline{\mathrm{p}}fi\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} m\mathrm{J}’’\backslash \mathrm{x}k^{\backslash }\mathrm{E}\overline{\pi}k:\#\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}Rl\mathrm{i}\Xi\emptyset\Xi b\theta \mathfrak{P}\mathrm{k}^{\mathrm{Y}-}arrow t\mathit{1}4^{\backslash J}\supset’\supset,$ $k\hslash$Er $\star\Psi \mathrm{M}[]_{arrow}$’ patch
$\llcorner$ tc $\not\in_{)}\emptyset\not\supset\grave{\grave{\mathrm{l}}},$ $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}*\emptyset f:\tilde{S}\simarrow\tilde{B}T\hslash 6$ .
$ffi\rfloor \mathrm{A}$
$\sim-\emptyset$ \ddagger $\overline{9}\}’$.:;“‘ $\not\in_{\grave{1}}\Xi\overline{\pi}$ et “ $\mathrm{f}$ ‘ ti $\backslash -\backslash \emptyset\backslash *\mathrm{B}^{\beta}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}l\mathrm{b}"\geq\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{1}\check{9}\Re \mathrm{t}\not\in \mathfrak{P}\hslash 6\emptyset\prime \mathrm{t}^{\backslash }\backslash ,$SignS &
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$\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}\tilde{S}\sigma)\not\equiv\delta^{\grave{\grave{1}}.*}$ “ $\mathrm{D}_{\backslash }^{\backslash -\sigma)\uparrow\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\uparrow_{\llcorner}’\ddagger\supset \mathrm{T}_{\mathrm{p}}^{\ni}\Xi_{\grave{\mathrm{J}}}\mathrm{f}\backslash \tau*\doteqdot 6T\hslash 6:}\sim’\vee,$ -
$\xi_{i)}^{\vee}$ . $*\mathit{0})_{arrow kk\not\equiv \mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{T}\backslash }^{\mathrm{R}}\mathrm{t}’}^{-}’-\not\equiv/\uparrow\overline{\mathcal{T}}T6\sigma$ ) $t\grave{\grave{:}}*\mathrm{F}\sigma$) $\Xi$ ffiTi66.
? di $f’.b(’.f\mathfrak{X}$ , valency $\mathrm{k}^{\mathrm{Y}}2;\sigma$ screw $\Re\hslash \mathrm{l}\mathrm{b}\not\subset \mathrm{b}6$ Dedekind lkl $\xi_{\mathrm{p}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$fi$T6\prime 1^{\backslash }\backslash \not\cong l\grave{\grave{:}}\not\subset|_{\vee^{\backslash }}^{\backslash }$
$6\hslash\grave{\grave{:}},$ $\neq \mathit{1}\mathrm{f}ki^{\vee}’ f\mathit{1}6\hslash>ffl\mathrm{j}$ A $k\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash \tau^{-}\equiv ffi\mathrm{B}fl\mathrm{L}Tb\ddagger:\vee,$ .
$\not\in\sigma\supset r’.\phi\}_{\llcorner}’*\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{X}\ ^{\backslash }\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{U}\mathrm{L}r_{\mathrm{e}Ki\mathrm{E}^{\backslash }E\overline{\pi}\emptyset\not\subset}^{\wedge\wedge}$ $\text{ ^{}\backslash }\backslash \Pi_{\backslash }^{\backslash -\mathfrak{X}\hslash\not\in\Re k,R[]\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}k\emptyset}\backslash A\backslash \urcorner-\backslash \perp"\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\hslash^{1}$
$\mathrm{b}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{U}\mathrm{L}\vee C*6$ . bl A $\emptyset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{E}$ $\nearrow\backslash -\backslash ^{\backslash }$ $F_{\mathrm{o}}U$) $R9\emptyset^{\vee}:$) $\mathrm{b},$ $X_{1},$ $\lambda_{2}^{r}.,$ $\cdot\lambda_{3,-}’\lambda_{4}’$ . $k-\not\in\lambda\doteqdot t\mathrm{g}$
$\wedge \mathrm{x}_{0}^{r}$ & IEr contract $T6^{\mathrm{i}}\Xi\ k\phi:Marrow\overline{\Lambda l}$ &1,. $\hat{F}_{\mathrm{o}}=\phi(F_{\alpha})kT6$ . $\sim-\sigma)\ \doteqdot\hat{F}_{\alpha}\downarrow\}’.[] \mathrm{I}$
$A_{1}\#\mathrm{R}k\hslash^{\mathrm{f}}1$ ffl, $A_{3}\#\#\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{\backslash }\mathrm{b}1$ ffl, $A_{2}\#\mathrm{E}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{\backslash }l^{\mathrm{i}}‘ \mathit{2}$ ra ik $\mathrm{a}\geq-\mathcal{D}^{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{F}*\dagger^{\vee}A\mathrm{E}^{\backslash }\langle\langle\langle}.1^{\sim}+12k,10+8\mathrm{x}\cdot\llcorner$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\#\mathrm{E}^{\mathrm{g}},l\backslash \backslash \hslash\grave{\grave{>}}\#\mathrm{L}6$. : $\sigma$) $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\{\mathfrak{X}\mathcal{D}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{\backslash }[] \mathrm{f}}’$ , fi $\Xi_{X.l1\backslash \backslash }^{*\mathit{5}}\lrcorner \mathfrak{U}\hslash^{1}\mathrm{b}$ftffi $8*\iota 6\Leftrightarrow E\mathrm{E}\delta\Re\emptyset\dagger \mathrm{H}\theta^{\mathrm{i}}$
$(1_{l}+12K)/(10+8K)k’t6\sigma)\mathrm{T},$ $\sim\emptyset\vee’arrow(\mathrm{B}\mathrm{J}\vee-f\mathit{1}6$ .
: $\sigma$) $\overline{M}arrow\Delta\in 1\mathit{2}:1\mathrm{T}\mathrm{E}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Re 1_{\mathrm{r}}Tb6$ . $T$ 6&, $A_{1},$ $A_{2,\prime}4_{3},$ $[] \mathrm{J}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\overline{\mathrm{p}}fi-,\Leftrightarrow$ $(\mathrm{t}8\hslash \mathrm{T};\mathrm{E}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}$
$\mathrm{g}\}_{\llcorner}’tl6\delta\grave{\grave{>}},$ $A_{1^{-}+2k,10+8k},[] \mathrm{B}\mathrm{b}:"\vee^{\mathrm{J}\backslash }1arrow \mathrm{r}\mathrm{g}_{4^{\backslash }\rfloor}\#\mathrm{g}_{l_{1}},\mathrm{s}_{\backslash \backslash }\tau b6A_{16+12k}t’.fX6$. $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{b}\}’.\mathrm{Y}_{1}$ Sb
$\mathrm{x}\sigma \mathrm{Y}_{2}$ (“ 1) a\v{c} X 4 $\mathrm{K}\mathrm{S}6$ $.1:$. CF 3 $\Re\sigma$) $\#\mathbb{R}\mathfrak{M}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}\hslash\grave{\grave{>}}\not\subset 1_{\vee^{\backslash }}^{\backslash -}C‘ 2’\supset\emptyset\dagger^{\mathrm{g}}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} E_{1},$$E_{2}\}’.6\mathrm{b}\mathrm{A}\hslash^{*}>$
$6$ . $’\supset\yen U-\sim*\iota\dagger \mathfrak{X}(\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\overline{\mathrm{P}J}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{E}/\rfloor\backslash )*\not\in_{\grave{1}}\wedge \mathrm{E}\overline{\pi}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{l}’.\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}^{f}x\mathrm{b}^{t}X^{\backslash }$ .
$\grave{1}\Phi\}’.\overline{\Lambda\prime I}[]_{arrow}$’ ea $G=\mathrm{Z}/(1\mathit{2})\hslash^{\grave{\grave{1}}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{E}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 1\rfloor[]’.\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\hslash \mathrm{L},$ $*\sigma\supset$ $A_{1}$ , $A_{2},$ $A_{3}\#\mathrm{R},,\epsilon_{\backslash \backslash }\sigma)_{\grave{1}}\Phi \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}[]_{arrow}\vee\hslash f’.6\tilde{F}_{a}$
$\emptyset\hslash R_{\backslash }k^{1}$ ..}: $\sigma$ node $l^{\grave{\grave{1}}}C_{7}\emptyset\overline{\pi}\emptyset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}^{\infty}\underline{\backslash ;}\mathrm{E}^{\wedge}i\mathrm{E}^{\Xi_{\backslash \backslash }},,\}’’.\mathit{1}6.$ \yen tc $\Re\# E_{1},$ $E_{2}$ tlitlZ $l\grave{\grave{:}}$ order.3 $k$ \ddagger $\sigma$
$4\omega_{\mathfrak{X}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{e}l\mathrm{b}\Re k\mathrm{H}’\supset}^{\wedge\wedge}$ . : $\emptyset Gl\not\in \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\sigma\supset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\epsilon\succeq 6\$ $\overline{\lambda^{\mathit{1}}I}=\overline{\lambda I}/G\}’’.f6$ . $ki^{\vee}’ \mathrm{L}T\overline{I\prime I}\emptyset \mathrm{g}\mathrm{g}_{J\backslash \backslash }^{\mathrm{g}}$
$\epsilon\hslash\yen\grave{\dagger}\mathrm{g}\tau h\}2^{\cdot}\mathrm{b}\ \sigma)\Lambda\prime fl^{\grave{\grave{1}}}$ .
“ 1
$1^{\backslash }A\downarrow\sigma)_{\mathrm{c}}^{-}$ & va–rc $\mathfrak{i}’.\star\Phi l\mathrm{b}\mathrm{S}\hslash,6$ . $\mathrm{H}^{1}1\mathrm{b}^{\wedge\wedge}K\not\subset\grave{\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{E}\overline{\pi}kl_{-}9\sim\}’.[] \mathrm{J}^{\backslash }\langle\llcorner\langle\langle$,
ms $\tilde{S}/G\emptyset\mapsto \mathrm{a}\mathrm{e},t\sigma\circ|\backslash \backslash \hslash\not\in\grave{l}\mathrm{g}t’arrow \mathrm{J}\mathrm{i}’\supset T,\overline{\pi}\emptyset S\hslash\grave{\grave{>}}$.
$’|k’\supset T\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}\tilde{S}/C\tau k_{J}4\mathrm{L}T$ Sign$S\geq \mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}_{\vee}^{\sim}9\delta\grave{\grave{:}}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}T\doteqdot 6$ . $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}\tilde{S}/C_{7}$ &Sign $S\emptyset \mathfrak{t}\mathrm{b}W$ }$l$
ffl $\mathrm{E}^{-}C^{\backslash }k6.\tilde{S}/C_{7}\emptyset*\Leftrightarrow_{1},\epsilon_{\backslash \backslash }\Re_{\grave{\{}\mathrm{g}}$ \emptyset ffiJ% Hn $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset*\Re\gamma’.\backslash \backslash t2$ ft $\sigma$) $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\S_{\mathrm{R}}^{\pi}$ma $\emptyset\Re\overline{\pi}\hslash\grave{\grave{>}}\not\in\dot{\mathrm{x}}6\emptyset T$ ,
$\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}_{-},9/G-\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}^{\gamma}\llcorner\backslash \sim$ e2 $\sim-\emptyset\emptyset \mathrm{J}\%\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset \mathrm{X}\Re[]_{arrow}\vee-\mathrm{a}- \mathrm{t}6$ . $:*\iota l\mathrm{E}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\Leftrightarrow,k\emptyset\Phi^{\rfloor}\mathrm{S}\tilde{\mathrm{x}}\Re\phi\gamma\iota$} $\mathrm{f}$ \ddagger $\iota\backslash$
$\emptyset T\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{E}T^{\backslash }k6$ . $\not\cong \mathrm{k}\}_{-}’\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 9\Re$ Oft $\mathrm{S}k\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\dot{\mathrm{x}}6f\mathrm{c}^{*}l$ } $\mathrm{T}$ \ddagger $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash$ .
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$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathrm{p}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}[] \mathfrak{X}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}\tilde{S}\ \mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}\overline{\llcorner 9}/c\emptyset \mathfrak{t}\mathrm{b}\mathfrak{B}\mathrm{T}\mathfrak{X})6l^{\grave{\grave{1}}},-\sim\emptyset \mathrm{E}\emptyset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{g},$ $\Pi_{\grave{\lambda}}^{\chi}\overline{\mathrm{Q}}\eta\backslash \yen\Leftrightarrow\Re_{j\mathrm{E}\Phi a)\oplus\Re(\check{.}E}^{\wedge}$
T. $f\mathrm{c}f\grave{\grave{\mathrm{c}}}\mathrm{b}\overline{S}\}’$. ca $A\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\#\mathrm{E}k\ \mathfrak{h}\backslash \check{\mathrm{p}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}*\mathrm{g}k\delta^{\grave{\grave{1}}}\hslash 6\emptyset \mathrm{T},$ $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{E}\Phi\#’-[] \mathrm{f}-arrow\emptyset E\Phi\sim \mathcal{D}$ orbifold $\mathfrak{R}$
$\delta\grave{\grave{>}}l^{\backslash }\angle\backslash \mathrm{F}Th6$ . $\mathfrak{h}\backslash -\mathrm{F}h\}’.\#$ \ddagger $G\{\not\in ffi$ e\v{c} $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 7\tau 6\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{k}^{arrow \mathrm{d}_{\backslash }\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}l’\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}?F6}.\lceil--t’\text{ ^{}\mathrm{u}}l\mathrm{b}5*\mathrm{b}$frc Lefschetz
$\Re\rfloor \mathrm{g}_{j}\frac{-}{\frac{-}{\mathrm{p}}}+\mathrm{F}T\mathrm{h}[] \mathrm{f}$ \ddagger $\backslash -\sim \mathrm{a}$ te $ff6p;-\sim \mathcal{X}\iota\hslash^{\grave{\grave{1}}}$ Dedekind $\pi \mathrm{l}\}_{arrow}’\mathbb{H}-\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{S}\mathrm{h}6^{-}\sim k[] \mathrm{f}$ 1960\sim 1970
$*l\star\ddagger 0\pi \mathrm{b}\hslash T\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash f^{\vee^{-}}.-\ -0k6$. $G$ {\tau ffl&\yen “ ti $’$. $-\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\#[] \mathrm{f},$ $*\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{B}flT\mathrm{T}\hslash\not\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash$
tc ntt 6 tt 65. $\sim\check{\mathcal{D}}\vee \mathrm{L}T$ Efil, valency, screw $\Re\not\cong\}’$. ma$T6$ Dedekind $5[1k\mathrm{p}\Rightarrow \mathrm{f}\Leftrightarrow T6l^{\backslash }\angle\backslash \mathrm{F}$
$\hslash\grave{\grave{\backslash }}\xi\in|_{\vee^{\backslash }}^{\backslash }f’.\emptyset T^{\backslash }\hslash 6$.
$\Xi T$ : $\emptyset_{\beta}^{\Supset}+\mathrm{F}[] \mathrm{f}\hat{\overline{\pi}}4\}’$. explicit Ge $\Leftrightarrow_{\mathrm{t}\overline{\mathrm{T}}}’\preceq\hslash 6$ . Dedekind $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\square \emptyset \mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}E\not\in\emptyset \mathrm{R}/|\mathrm{E}l\Phi \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}k$ ta
$*$-Montesinos [MM1] $\}_{arrow}’\hslash 6$ , th $6\# 4\emptyset\Re F^{1}J$ \emptyset XQ ‘R $i\grave{\grave{\mathrm{l}}}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\ f_{X’}\supset f_{arrow}’$ . $*\mathrm{g}_{T^{\backslash }}-\not\in k’ 6\dot{\mathrm{x}}\iota_{arrow}$
tc $\iota\backslash \emptyset[] \mathrm{x}$, : $\emptyset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}19Tk6$ .
$\Re\sim\emptyset\not\subset\#\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}\tau k6^{arrow}oe\mathrm{E}11.2\emptyset\Phi \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\#\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} k\mathrm{E}6\gamma\sim_{b[]\cdot,\emptyset \mathrm{J}}.$
’ APB^‘‘\mbox{\boldmath $\gamma$}-\acute \ni E\yen \epsilon ‘‘‘-
$\overline{\#}$ $F_{a}$ te $’\supset\iota\backslash \tau$ , fita 2 $\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\overline{\mathrm{p}}fi\hslash\#\Re\sigma(F_{\mathrm{Q}})k^{\frac{\wedge}{\mathrm{p}}}+\mathrm{R}\mathrm{L}T$ fi,.L 5. $F_{\alpha}$ , $F_{a}$ , $F_{\mathrm{Q}}\sigma$) “‘-#
$\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\vee\supset T\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\backslash }6\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\Phi\emptyset\uparrow\dot{\epsilon}_{\subset 1}^{\mathrm{A}}\Re\sim\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{P}7\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}-\doteqdot k,\mathrm{p}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{L}<\pi_{\text{ }^{}\prime}/\mathrm{R}\mathfrak{X}\#’.\sigma T\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$$\langle$ : $k\#’arrow T6$ . $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}\#$
$\mathrm{R}^{5},1_{\iota\backslash \backslash }\hslash\not\in\backslash \mathrm{t}\mathrm{g}\emptyset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{J}\%\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset*\Re k\Re\check{\mathrm{x}}\mathrm{T}$
$\sigma(\hat{F}_{\mathrm{o}})-\sigma(F_{\mathrm{O}})=12+k,$ $\sigma(\tilde{F}_{\alpha})-\sigma(F_{\mathrm{Q}}\#)=16+1\mathit{2}k$
$\xi_{\mathrm{f}}’\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 6$ . $arrowarrow\not\subset\Leftrightarrow 11.1\sigma)\mathrm{x}\not\in 7\#\mathrm{F}\mathrm{X}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\Re\partial S(F)\}\mathrm{f},\urcorner\wedge\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathrm{D}}^{\mathrm{A}}$ . $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}-\Phi=5/3,$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}=\not\in=-11/12$ ,
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}=-\mathrm{E}=0^{-}Gk6\Phi^{\dot{\chi}_{-}}$ ,
$\sigma(\hat{F}_{\alpha})-(1/12)\sigma(\tilde{F}_{\mathrm{L}}\gamma)=\partial S(F_{\alpha})=3/4$
8 $\prime x6$ . at $’\supset T$
$\sigma(\Gamma_{\mathrm{o}}^{\tau})=(\sigma(F_{\alpha})-\sigma(\hat{F}_{\mathrm{o}}))+(\sigma(\hat{F}_{\alpha})-\frac{1}{1\mathit{2}}.\sigma(\tilde{F}_{\circ}))+\frac{1}{12}(\sigma(\tilde{F}_{\alpha})\sigma(F_{\alpha}^{\#}))+\frac{1}{12}\sigma(F_{\mathrm{o}}^{\#})$
$=- \frac{199}{1\mathit{2}}‘+\frac{1}{12}‘\sigma(F_{\alpha}^{\#})$
$\geq fX6$ . $’\supset\yen \mathfrak{y}:*\yen\not\in$ $\nearrow\backslash ^{\backslash }-\backslash \emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\overline{\mathrm{P}}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\hslash\#\mathfrak{U}\sigma(F_{\alpha}\#)\#^{\bigvee_{1}}.\mathfrak{l}5\yen 5$in, $f_{arrow}^{\sim}$ . $\sim-h\hslash \mathrm{l}\mathrm{b}k$ 1’E. ffi
$\theta 3*\delta\neq l_{-}’\mathrm{E}h\mathrm{h}l\mathrm{f}ffhf\mathit{1}l\backslash$ $A\backslash \sigma\neg\supset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\bigwedge_{\mathrm{r}}}\not\in- \mathrm{p}_{F}\# l\mathrm{f}\sigma\delta’\mathrm{f}\# f*1_{arrow}’\supset’\supset l17+12k)\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset\#\mathrm{H}\not\in$
$[\Sigma 2$
$\mathrm{S}\mathrm{b}$ $an=\neq\supset\emptyset\dagger_{\mathrm{R}}^{\mathrm{g}}$ ’ $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\hslash\grave{\grave{>}}-_{rT_{X}^{\overline{J\backslash }*)6\#\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}}}^{g}|\backslash \backslash \backslash _{.}$
$\text{ }$
$\nearrow\backslash ^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}-k\mathrm{b}’\supset\not\equiv kX$ g-r6&\mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$}(X)=
$-1/5^{-}\mathrm{e}\mathfrak{X})6\emptyset \mathrm{T}$ ( $[\mathrm{U}]$ [Ma2]), $\sigma(F_{\mathrm{o}}\#)=-(17+12k^{\backslash })/5\geq tx\mathfrak{y}$ $,$ $*\emptyset_{\mathrm{Q}}^{\ni}+\mathrm{g}\ \hslash \mathrm{b}\# T\sigma(F_{\mathrm{o}})=$
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$-k/5-51/5\epsilon_{\mathrm{t}}’\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 6$ . $\mathrm{b}\prime x*\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{-}’$ : $\emptyset 1\mathrm{F}[] \mathrm{g},$ $2\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\pi\not\in\epsilon\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{E}\mathrm{B}$ -a-6 $5|\rfloor \mathit{0}$) $\mathfrak{X}\not\in T*i$) $\gamma\vee(\llcorner \mathrm{E}\geq\not\in)-$
$\mathrm{a}T6$ .
$f_{fk^{\backslash },\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\text{ }\mathrm{v}\mathrm{F}\mathfrak{U}a)\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\grave{\mathrm{J}}H[] \mathfrak{X},\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathrm{J}}^{\backslash }\mathfrak{H}\text{ }}^{}\prime\prime}}$$\mathrm{Z}\mathrm{i}\backslash \mathrm{D}^{\backslash }\grave{\grave{\grave{J}}}-$ , $\{\star \mathfrak{U}’\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\int \mathrm{r}7\mathfrak{R}\mathrm{j}\mathrm{F}t^{1}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{g}_{*f}xX\#\tau \mathrm{F}\mathbb{R}t\grave{\grave{>}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\dot{\mathcal{K}}}$
$fx\iota\backslash \ \veearrow 6Tk\theta$
$,$
$\not\in_{\mathrm{i}}\emptyset\Phi$
$2 ^{\mathrm{A}}\urcorner\Theta-\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{R},\grave{\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{s}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}=\mathrm{A}\Phi\not\in\not\geq\cdot\epsilon n\cdot\epsilon*\iota \mathfrak{X}6\mathrm{p}T\Leftrightarrow\mp\emptyset\hslash\not\in^{arrow}\simeq m([\mathrm{A}\mathrm{K}]$,
[AE] $)$ $k\mathrm{S}\#\tau\iota\backslash \gammarightarrow.f_{arrow}^{\underline{\backslash }}\backslash \iota\backslash \gamma\simarrow$. $[\mathrm{A}\mathrm{K}],$ $[\mathrm{A}\mathrm{E}]\sigma)\mathrm{X}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} l’\mathrm{E}\Re\not\in^{t}$ , $\emptyset \mathrm{J}$ Sl $t\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{E}l_{\vee}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}-\mathrm{g}}$ [Ii] X \ddagger 6
$\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l},\mathrm{a}_{\backslash \backslash \backslash }\mathrm{E}\beta \mathrm{S}\#\mathrm{H}\mathrm{t}\backslash 6B\not\in\not\in l\grave{\grave{:}}\Re*\mathrm{b}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{b}^{\backslash }6$ .
$*\doteqdot\emptyset\dagger\not\in 5\mathrm{R}t\mathrm{Z}\mathfrak{t}\backslash \mathcal{A}^{-}7\emptyset k$Sb $O^{-}C^{\backslash }\hslash 6.$ $\S 6\sim 8$ -G Dedekind 5D& (orbifold) $6\mathrm{p}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\backslash }\hslash\doteqdot\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in$
$\mathrm{g}\}^{\bigvee_{J}}.\supset\Downarrow\backslash _{T\angle}l^{\backslash }\backslash \not\in\prime x\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Re k’\Phi^{2}\mathrm{g}\tau 6.$ \S 9, 10 $\mathrm{T}^{\backslash }$ valency $k$ screw $\Re\delta^{1}\mathrm{b}\#\theta 6$ Dedekind $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 0$
$\xi_{\mathrm{p}}^{\vec{3}}+\mathrm{g}\tau 6.$ \S 11 $-C\Re*\emptyset \mathrm{f}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} k_{\grave{1}}\mathrm{f}\backslash \wedge^{\backslash },$$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash \#\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\emptyset$ $\theta$ - $\nearrow^{\backslash }\epsilon\doteqdot\dot{\mathrm{x}}6$ .
$\mathrm{X}\not\in \mathfrak{l}\mathrm{f}\not\in)\ \not\in)\ \neq\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{g}\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} Tk’\supset f\tilde{.}\emptyset Tk6\hslash\backslash \backslash ,$$\epsilon ffi\backslash \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT},\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\}^{\vee}.X’\supset T\mathrm{B}\mathrm{x}_{\overline{\pi}9}^{\exists \mathrm{E}}$ Tex $\}_{arrow}^{\vee}$
A $\mathrm{t}\backslash \gammaarrow.\gamma_{\sim}^{\mathrm{e}}.\iota\backslash \gamma\sim..\not\in\sigma$) $\text{ }\mathbb{P}\mathrm{r}_{\backslash }$ b&\emptyset \emptyset ffl\hslash ]4\\\\ $\mathrm{b}_{\overline{\hslash}}^{\ni}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{E}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\mathrm{t}}f^{\sim}.f^{\vee^{*}}.\mathrm{t}\backslash \gamma\sim.$ . $:*\iota$ } $2\xi^{\mathrm{A}}=\emptyset \mathfrak{X}\not\in$
$\neq\geq 1_{\wedge}\mathrm{T}\emptyset \mathrm{R}\emptyset k^{\mathrm{Y}}\underline{\backslash "\prime}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\succeq\iota\backslash \check{0}$ at 9 $\mathrm{b},\grave{\mathrm{J}}\mathfrak{H}\not\in*\emptyset\vee\#\Pi\backslash \mathrm{p}\Re\#\yen\emptyset-\mathrm{A}\ \mathrm{L}\mathrm{T}\emptyset k\not\in\}’$.at 6 $\mathrm{b}\emptyset$
$-\theta\hslash 6:)$ . $\mathrm{k}[]’$.ve $\langle,\Phi\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{J}\mathrm{L}f_{\mathrm{c}}^{\sim\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash _{\mathrm{O}}}$
$rx\mathrm{k}^{\backslash }\mathrm{X}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\}\mathrm{f}$. ? $\emptyset|\not\subset\kappa+\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\overline{\mathrm{s}}}\mathrm{m}^{\mathrm{A}}\emptyset_{\mathrm{R}}’\mp \mathrm{m},\emptyset*k5\check{\mathrm{x}}\mathrm{T}4^{\backslash }6\#^{r_{\grave{1}}}.g\mathrm{g}_{7\mathit{1}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash }}^{\backslash }$ . $\mathrm{j}\mathrm{E}\not\in rx_{\overline{\mathrm{r}}}^{arrow}\simeq \mathrm{E}_{\grave{1}}\mathrm{f}\backslash [] \mathrm{a},$ $*6$
$\wedge^{\backslash }\mathrm{g}\backslash \overline{\Xi}\mathrm{r}^{\Delta}\mathrm{X}$ lt23 $’\supset\tau_{\sim^{\mathrm{e}}\vee,,\backslash \backslash }^{-\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\iota\backslash \gamma_{\mathrm{C}}\gamma\sim \mathrm{g}},.\backslash \backslash$tc $\iota\backslash$ .
6 Dedekind $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\emptyset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\#$
$E\iota\backslash \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}’.\S f_{\mathit{1}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}*_{\backslash \backslash }\Re p,$ $q\}’.\lambda\backslash \mathrm{f}$ L. Dedekind $\mathrm{T}\coprod[] \mathfrak{X}$ .
$s(p,q)=. \sum_{k=1}^{\mathrm{p}-1}((\frac{k^{\wedge}}{p}))((\frac{qk}{p}))$ (23)
&E\wedge g $\mathrm{g}$ in,6. : : 1: $((x)\backslash )$ es $((x)):=x-[x]-1/\mathit{2}(x\not\in \mathrm{Z}),$ $((x)):=0(x\in \mathrm{Z})$ ee,L $’\supset$
$\tau_{E}’\not\in\preceq*\mathrm{b}6\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\hslash\backslash |\mathrm{E}\delta\grave{\grave{>}}1/\mathit{2}*\Re\sigma)\not\cong \mathfrak{U}\epsilon g\mathrm{L}^{-}\tau_{l\backslash }6$ . $\mathrm{R}(23)$ e219 rrre $[]_{-}’,$ $\epsilon\emptyset 4\emptyset p\mathrm{Q}<$
$\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\}_{-\epsilon \mathrm{k}\prime\supset\tau\not\in\lambda\Xi\hslash f’\mathrm{b}\sigma\supset \mathfrak{P}h6\hslash\grave{\grave{:}},\mathrm{u}\sigma\supset\infty\Re[] \mathrm{f}}^{\vee}\backslash .$ . $\mathfrak{h}\backslash \mathrm{b}\Phi 6$ $\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}-\iota-$ nex
$\eta(\tau)=\epsilon^{2\pi\dot{f}/24}\prod_{n\geq 1}(1-\epsilon^{2\pi in})_{\backslash }(\tau\in H)$
(7) M\"obius $\mathrm{a}\backslash \mathrm{a}_{7}(\tau)=(c\tau+d$ ] $/(a\tau+b)$ (ad–bc $=1$ ) te \ddagger 6 $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{g}\epsilon \mathrm{E}\Phi\}^{\prime\leqq}.n\mathrm{E}\grave{1}\mathrm{f}\backslash T6$ tc bb
$Tk’\supset f\mathrm{c}$ . $’\epsilon\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$. $\mathrm{S}[] \mathrm{f}\mathrm{K}\mathfrak{X}\emptyset$ at $\dot{\mathcal{D}}$ ee $\prime x6$ ;
$, \mathfrak{j}(\gamma\tau)=\exp((\frac{1+d}{12_{C}}.-s(c,d))\pi i)\sqrt{-i(c\tau+d)}\uparrow l(\tau)$ .
: : $\}^{\vee}.\backslash \mp’\mathfrak{B}\Re\emptyset \mathrm{B}[] \mathrm{f},$ $\Leftrightarrow \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\emptyset \mathrm{i}\mathrm{E}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} i*T\dagger \mathrm{f}\mathrm{j}\mathrm{E}\}_{arrow}’fx6_{\epsilon}\mathrm{k}\dot{0}\mathrm{t}’arrow$&b*b $T\mathrm{t}\backslash 6$ .
Dedekind ea $\sim-\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{R}\mathrm{H}|\rfloor\ \hslash\lambda\supset\# T$ . $\mathrm{b}\check{0}-’\supset\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{a}rx\mathrm{R}T^{\backslash }\hslash 6$, ma $E\not\in$
$s(p.q)+s(q.p)=- \frac{1}{4}+\frac{1}{1\mathit{2}}(\frac{q}{p}+\frac{p}{q}+\frac{1}{pq})$ (24)
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$k\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{U}\mathrm{L},f’..(24^{\backslash })\mathrm{R}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}$ , bl $\dot{\mathrm{K}}\iota \mathrm{f}^{-}\sim h\hslash^{1}\mathrm{b}\backslash 3^{\mathrm{Z}_{\mathrm{j}}}F\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{1\rfloor_{\nearrow}\not\simeq_{\backslash }\emptyset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}}$$\not\in\emptyset\Re \mathfrak{U}rt\mathrm{B}^{1}\mathrm{J}-\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{U}l\grave{\grave{:}}’\mathrm{t}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{b}h6:$&
$-’\supset k$ $?\vee\supset \mathrm{T}*\tau\S\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\hslash^{1’}x\mathfrak{X}\tau\hslash 6$: 2 t\v{c} FM $\mathrm{i}\geqq 4^{\backslash }$ } $\mathrm{f}^{f}x\mathrm{v}\backslash \hslash^{\grave{\grave{1}}}$ . $*\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\}_{-k^{\backslash }\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash \tau\not\in)}^{\vee},$ $oe\oplus\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{F}$
$\prime xr\#/\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{J}k\mathrm{E}T6$ .
8 $\tau\not\subset-$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Re\eta(\tau)f\mathrm{f}$ , $?\emptyset 24\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} l\grave{\grave{>}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{S}1\mathit{2}\emptyset \mathrm{f}^{\backslash }\backslash \nearrow^{\backslash }\mathrm{n}\text{ }--\backslash \pi_{\nearrow \mathrm{R}[]_{-f}x6^{\vee}}’J’\sim$&h> $\mathrm{b},$ $\Re\# 4$
$\pi_{\nearrow}’/\mathrm{R}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\{_{\mathrm{c}}’k^{\mathrm{Y}}\iota J6$ fiet$\uparrow\not\subset[] \mathrm{a}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{g}\mathrm{g}\mathcal{T}_{arrow f}^{\wedge}x\iota\backslash \hslash^{\grave{\grave{\mathrm{l}}}},$ $\eta(\tau)$ $\ k*_{\mathit{2}}\#.$ Dedekind $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{c}1s(p, q)$ {$\mathrm{J}\mathrm{L}$ Ei $\mathrm{g}$ ,
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{O}\#’.\Re\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset\otimes\Re\epsilon \mathrm{e}|\mathrm{g}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\#\mathrm{y}\tau \mathrm{g}\gamma_{\tilde{arrow}}$ \ddagger $\check{\eta}T\hslash 6$ .
$<:\emptyset \mathrm{l}\mathrm{F}\emptyset-\Lambda$ Rademacher $[] \mathrm{f},$ $k^{\backslash }\mathrm{f}\mathrm{b}<s(p.q)k\Phi \mathrm{L},f^{\sim}.5B2\emptyset \mathfrak{U}rightarrow\mp\#\emptyset-\Lambda\ _{r-\backslash }^{\mathrm{R}_{\backslash }}*)$
$\mathrm{n}6\hslash\grave{\grave{\backslash }}^{3},$ $oe\hslash\grave{\grave{1}}_{\wedge_{\beta}}^{\overline{\overline{arrow}}\mathrm{E}\mathfrak{U}\mathrm{L}f^{\wedge}}\wedge,$. ‘X\emptyset $\check{\mathit{0}}\mathfrak{X}_{)}\emptyset-’\supset[]’$. cotangent $50^{\text{ }}\mathrm{A}^{\backslash }\mathrm{R}$
$s(p, q)= \frac{1}{4}\sum_{k=1}^{t’-1}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t},$ $\frac{\pi k}{p}\cot\frac{\pi qk^{\wedge}}{p}$ (2.5)
$l^{\grave{\grave{\mathrm{l}}}}\mathfrak{X},$ $6.\mathit{2}0\mathrm{E};*\mathrm{E}’\ \#\}_{arrow}^{\vee}\lambda \mathfrak{y}$ , Dedekind $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\square [] \mathfrak{X}\mathfrak{X}(25)k_{1}^{\backslash }\mathrm{E}1_{-\prime}^{\backslash }\backslash \mathrm{T},$ $\bigwedge_{\urcorner}$ $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{R}[] \mathrm{a}\mathrm{g}|\mathrm{R}7^{\prime^{\Delta\zeta}}\Rightarrow\emptyset\#\mathrm{E}\neq\}_{\mathrm{L}}’\xi$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} T6$ . eutX $\mathrm{F}\mathrm{p}\mathfrak{X}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\Re_{/\mathrm{E}}^{arrow \mathrm{g}},$ $’\supset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{y}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}\{\not\in \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}$ Er $=arrow\overline{\mathrm{p}}+^{r^{4}},’\Leftrightarrow^{7}T6\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathfrak{U}$MN $\emptyset^{\iota}\mathrm{F}T^{\backslash },$ $-\mathrm{R}l\mathrm{b}\mathrm{S}*\iota f_{arrow}^{\sim}$
$\lceil \mathrm{L}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{z}\mathfrak{U}\rfloor k\mathrm{L}T\emptyset \text{ _{}\mathrm{X}^{\mathrm{L}}\mathrm{n}}^{j\mathrm{g}_{1}}\downarrow’\epsilon ffi_{-\check{9}}$ $:$ &t: $ft6\hslash^{s}\mathrm{b}^{-}\mathrm{C}\hslash 6$ . $\sim-\emptyset \mathfrak{B}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}[] \mathrm{J}$ . $\Re l*T\dagger 2\neq \mathrm{F}^{\mu}5^{f}\mathit{1}$
$-\Re^{\ni\Delta}fl\mathbb{R}\theta\grave{\grave{1}}\mathfrak{B}^{\backslash }\not\in \mathrm{L}T\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\backslash }$ 6&\sim -6 $\mathfrak{P}\hslash 6\hslash\grave{\grave{\mathrm{l}}},$ $\mathrm{K}\mathrm{g}\tau$ } $\mathrm{J}\mathrm{J}\prime A’\backslash \phi\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathfrak{W}^{\Delta}}^{\mathrm{s}}[]’.1^{\backslash }’\backslash \mathrm{F}\geq fp6\#\hslash^{f}X\Re\^{\backslash }\mathrm{R}\}^{r}.\emptyset$
$*\beta \mathrm{E}^{\wedge}i\mathrm{E}\mathrm{L}T,$ $\mathrm{f}\emptyset R\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset-\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} k’\Phi\S \mathrm{L}\mathrm{T}*6$ .
7 $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathfrak{F}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\perp\emptyset\Pi\overline{-}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{H}\Leftrightarrow\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{g}_{\mathrm{f}\S}$
$\Lambda I\epsilon$ $\nearrow^{\backslash }\nearrow\backslash ^{\circ}$fi $\not\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}k\mathrm{L},$ $\Lambda I\}_{\mathrm{c}}’[] 2|_{\mathrm{t}}\perp"\Re n\mathcal{D}_{\grave{J}}\underline{\langle\langle\langle}$ $\}_{\mathrm{c}}’*ffl\llcorner\tau\iota\backslash 6$
ik $T6$ . $\sim-\emptyset\sqrt \mathrm{R}\grave{i}R^{-}\mathrm{F}T$ . Atiyah-Singer $\emptyset 6\mathrm{p}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\backslash }T\mathrm{f}\Leftrightarrow \mathfrak{U}^{\wedge}i\in\Phi$ ([AS, $\S 6]$ ) $\succeq \mathrm{F}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{n}\tau 4^{\backslash }6\mathrm{b}\emptyset k$
$\not\in/\Leftrightarrow \mathrm{L}‘ \mathrm{k}_{i^{\vee}}’$ .
6 $g\in G\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{c}}’\mathrm{x}\gamma \mathrm{L},$ $g- l\not\in \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\emptyset \mathrm{E}^{\wedge}\not\in \mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}_{\mathrm{t}\supset}\mathrm{A}k\Lambda I^{g}=\coprod_{j}P_{j}\mathrm{L}\mathrm{I}_{k}D_{k}\geq T6$. $\sim-$ : ee $\{P_{i}\}$ eailS
$\mathrm{x}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in^{\mathrm{g}_{\backslash \backslash }},\mathrm{k}\prime \mathfrak{o}^{\backslash }\triangle,$ $\{D_{k}\}$ ea $(\prime A^{\backslash }\backslash \Re \mathrm{f}\mathrm{O}t_{\mathrm{c}}’3\mathrm{E}\hslash\Leftrightarrow\prime x)$ Nk $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset \mathrm{E}\#\mathrm{A}\mathfrak{U}\tau h6$ . $f_{\mathfrak{l}}5P_{i}\emptyset\not\in_{\mathrm{B}}^{n}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}$
$T_{P_{j},\mathrm{A}i}\sim\emptyset g- l\not\in \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}$ ea
$\oplus$
$\emptyset\hslash_{J}’\prime \mathrm{T}\hslash 6k\mathrm{L}T\ddagger\iota\backslash$ . $’\supset\not\in \mathfrak{y}_{g}$ es, $P_{j}\#’\grave{\mathrm{L}}\backslash \emptyset\Phi\Leftrightarrow\Phi\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\tau}f_{\backslash }\}’.\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\overline{\mathrm{p}}fi\theta 0\mathfrak{i}’$. l’k $\mathrm{o}j$ [Zff $\ (d_{j}$
$\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\hslash \mathrm{J}\ \llcorner T|\not\in \mathrm{H}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{r}}\tau\iota\backslash 6$. $\Pi \mathrm{p}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\}_{\llcorner}’g[] \mathrm{f},$ $D_{k}\emptyset\#\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} N_{D_{k}/M}$ ee $\theta_{k}$ $\mathrm{E}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{f}\overline{\mathrm{r}}T${FJti $\mathrm{L}^{-}C6\ \mathrm{L}$
$arrow C\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\backslash$ .
$A_{\gamma}\backslash -,$ $H:=H^{2}(\mathrm{A}f, \mathrm{Q})_{-}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{o}_{\vee}\wedge \mathrm{x}.\mathrm{X}\pi_{\nearrow\prime}’\mathrm{R}H\cross Harrow \mathrm{Q}\}_{arrow}’\mathrm{F}\mathrm{H}T6\mathrm{i}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{k}^{\backslash }$ at $\sigma^{\backslash }\Leftrightarrow\emptyset \mathrm{E}\mathrm{F}n\mathrm{r}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\sim\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} R$
$\theta \mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}H=H_{+}\oplus H_{-}\epsilon\doteqdot\dot{\mathrm{x}}6$ . $\sim-\emptyset\not\geq$ rr $g- \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{R}\emptyset$ – $\emptyset\not\equiv \mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(g.\Lambda f):=\mathrm{t}_{c}\mathrm{r}g|_{H}+-\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}g|_{H_{-}}$
$\}’.’\supset \mathfrak{u}\backslash \tau$ ,
sign $(g, \Lambda f)=-\sum\cot\frac{\mathrm{o}_{j}}{\mathit{2}}\cot\frac{\beta_{j}}{2}+\sum_{D_{\mathrm{k}}}[cosec]^{2}\frac{\theta_{\mathrm{A}}}{2}$
. . $c_{1}(N_{D_{h}./\lambda \mathrm{f}})^{2}$ (26)
$\underline{P_{j}}$
$3\Re a)\pi_{\{\#}^{J},$ $*\mp a)$ Cvrassward $\hslash^{\mathrm{v}}\mathrm{l}\grave{\mathrm{J}}1\hslash$kere $1 arrow T\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\#\pi \mathrm{c}r=[\mathrm{H}\mathrm{c}_{\tau}]\}\mathrm{g}\bigwedge_{\urcorner}\cdot \mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}-\sim\emptyset X\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\emptyset \mathrm{E}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\emptyset \mathfrak{F}^{a)}-’\supset\dagger\vee$.
$f_{X’\supset T\mathrm{t}\backslash \mathrm{e}}$ .
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$i\partial\grave{\grave{>}}$ ffi $V$) $\mathrm{X}\mathrm{o}$ ( $[\mathrm{A}\mathrm{S}_{/}$. p.585]).
$\mathrm{S}T,$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\text{ }=}^{F^{\mathfrak{o}}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathbb{J}f/C_{\mathrm{T}}\iota \mathrm{x}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} p_{1\backslash }\star\#’-\mathrm{j}\mathrm{E}\Re\hslash\not\in\dagger\hslash_{\mathrm{B}}^{\infty\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\sigma)\uparrow\xi_{\grave{1}\underline{\mathrm{D}}}^{*}\epsilon \mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}’\supset\hslash>,\Omega 7\mathrm{H}}\backslash \backslash 1$R9 $l’.[] \mathrm{g}\mathrm{g}_{\Phi+:}\text{ }\backslash \in \mathrm{D}^{\backslash }\grave{\grave{\grave{\nearrow}}}-$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} l*\ \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 6-\sim k\hslash\grave{\grave{:}}T\mathrm{g}6\emptyset-C,$ $\mathrm{x}\mathrm{X}\wedge 7\mathrm{F}’\prime \mathrm{R}/H^{2}(\mathit{4}\iota’\int/G, \mathrm{Q})\cross H^{2}(M/G, \mathrm{Q})arrow \mathrm{Q}\delta\grave{\grave{>}}$ well-
defined $-Ck6$ . $\ll:\sigma$) $r_{1}’\Leftrightarrow\Re\epsilon \mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(M/G)\ _{\mathrm{R}}\geqq<\mathit{1}_{\mathrm{i}}\mathrm{g},\overline{\epsilon^{\backslash }},\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}[]=(\mathrm{L}\hslash>\mathrm{L}**\lambda\}J\mathrm{S}\}_{arrow_{\mathrm{F}3}^{-}}^{\prime\overline{=}\dot{\mathrm{x}}}$
$\}\mathrm{f}$ Grothendieck $\sigma$) $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in\ddagger$ $V$))
Sign $( \mathrm{A}f/G)=\frac{1}{n}\sum_{g\in G}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}$ ( $g$ . A#)
$\geq fx6$ . $\Lambda f4\mathrm{i}\emptyset^{\backslash }\mathrm{l}\mathrm{E}^{f}\mathrm{R}^{\iota A}\emptyset I\#\Leftrightarrow\Re l2|=\mathrm{B}\not\in:\doteqdot \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}$ id $\}’.\mathfrak{X}\backslash \mathrm{f}T6g-\hslash \mathrm{F}\Re[]’arrow-\mathrm{g}\tau 6,$ $’\supset\not\in \mathfrak{y}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(\mathrm{A}/I)=$
$\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}, \Lambda\#)$ -C $k6\emptyset \mathrm{T}^{\backslash }$ ,
Sign $( \Lambda I/G)-\frac{1}{n}$Sign(M) $= \frac{1}{n}\sum_{\mathit{9}\neq \mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(g, M)$ (27)
$\epsilon_{T}^{J}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 6$ .
$X(\mathit{2}6),$ (27) $\ \pi’\supset \mathrm{T}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash 6\mathrm{A}l\grave{\grave{\backslash }}$. $\mathrm{R}(\mathit{2}5)\epsilon\# i\mathrm{b}i)\lambda’\mathrm{L}\dagger \mathfrak{X},$ $\mathfrak{W}_{-}\backslash "\perp \mathrm{E}^{arrow}i\mathrm{E}f_{l}\S\emptyset 3\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\}_{-}’\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{L}T$Dedekind
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 11\hslash\grave{\grave{>}}\mathrm{g}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} T6^{-}\sim$ &’(fT $<^{\backslash }\backslash \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} T\Phi h6$ . $kh\dagger’-\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{m}\}_{arrow\wedge\neg’}’\Leftarrow 3\mathrm{S}\mathrm{L}$ $\backslash f_{\mathrm{c}}^{\sim}\emptyset[] \mathrm{J}$ Hirzebruch [Hi] Th6
$\check{\mathcal{D}}\ _{l\llcorner\backslash }^{\mathrm{p}_{d}}\overline{\mathcal{D}}$ . [Hi] $\tau\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}\ni \mathrm{E}\mathfrak{W}\underline{\backslash "\prime}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{Ef_{\backslash }}^{-5\emptyset\Leftrightarrow\xi \mathrm{b}\lceil\urcorner},\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}$G$+fi $\mathrm{S}\hslash T\mathfrak{U}^{\mathrm{Y}}6$ . : in. $\mathrm{b}\epsilon h\lambda\supset\# 6\geq\$
$\emptyset$ di 5 $\prime x$ Ge $rx6$ :
$G’\}_{\mathrm{c}}’\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} T6$ isotropy $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}t\grave{\grave{1}}\ni \mathrm{F}\mathrm{B}\mathfrak{U}rx\mathfrak{W}\underline{\backslash }" L,\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{\backslash }\emptyset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{E}\sigma$ ) $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathrm{D}}^{\Delta_{\vee}}\epsilon\{\overline{P_{j}}\}$ &f6. 6$\cdot$ $\overline{P_{j}}\}_{arrow}’\mathrm{x}\urcorner\backslash \mathrm{L},$ &
$\emptyset 1*\mathrm{F}\epsilon\backslash ffif_{arrow}^{\sim\tau \mathrm{g},\Re-\prime}*_{\backslash \backslash },\emptyset=\supset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}*(??\iota(\overline{P_{j}.}), \lambda(\overline{P_{j}}).\delta(\overline{P_{j}}))t\grave{\grave{:}}\mathrm{I}\not\in-oe$ \yen$\wedge$ 6; $\mathfrak{W}\mathrm{i}\Xi\overline{P_{\angle}.}[] \mathrm{g},$ $\uparrow n(\overline{P_{i}})$
$\{\mathrm{E}C)\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\Leftrightarrow tI6^{\mathrm{t}_{1\backslash \backslash }},5X^{V)}fj\eta$ . $G\emptyset*\Re\overline{\pi}g_{0}[] \mathfrak{X}_{\mathrm{c}}^{-}h\mathrm{b}k^{\backslash }\langle\llcorner\langle\{$ $=\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Phi T6.\overline{\pi}g_{0}^{m\langle P,)}\dagger \mathrm{f}^{-}\sim \mathcal{X}\iota \mathrm{b}$
$\mathrm{g}_{r^{\mathrm{f}5_{\backslash \backslash }}}‘\epsilon\Phi^{\wedge}i\mathrm{E}$ L. Ei $\sigma$) $\not\in_{\text{ }\mathrm{i}}^{\pi}7mathrm{G}\mathrm{e}$ $\mathrm{e}_{\wedge}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{p}(2\pi i/\lambda(\overline{P_{j}}))\oplus\exp(\mathit{2}\pi i\delta(\overline{P_{J}})/\lambda(\overline{P_{j}}))$ . (tc
$\gamma_{\wedge^{\backslash }}\vee^{\backslash }\llcorner,$ , : $\hslash\# 2\delta_{r\mathrm{t}\backslash \backslash }^{\iota 5}\mathrm{T}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} t_{\mathrm{p}}^{\text{ }}\lambda(\overline{P_{j}})\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ Et $\lambda*\iota \mathrm{E}\dot{\mathrm{x}}T$ EI$I $\int$L $\mathrm{L}$ te $W\nearrow/\}^{\prime\geqq}.\mathrm{B}\mathrm{t}\backslash \gamma_{\sim}.\mathrm{t}\emptyset T\hslash 6$ . ) \yen
$f=\{D_{k}\}\epsilon$ . $k_{arrow}^{-}T^{\backslash }\emptyset\not\equiv\not\in l\mathrm{b}\mathfrak{B}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}_{G}(D_{k})\delta@\neq \mathrm{E}\mathrm{g}_{\beta}flf\mathit{1}\not\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\Re\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathrm{D}}^{\Delta_{\vee}}\$ U. $n(D_{k}.)\epsilon\not\in$
$\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}_{G}(D_{k})\theta)l\underline{)}" L\Re\ T6$ . $arrow-\emptyset\ \mathrm{g}$ ,
Sign $(J1I/G)- \frac{1}{?}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(\Lambda I)=-/4\sum_{\overline{P_{J}}}?..\mathrm{s}(\delta(\overline{P_{j}}).\lambda(\overline{P_{j}}))+\sum_{D_{k}}\frac{n(D_{k})^{\mathit{2}}-1}{3\uparrow?}.\cdot c_{1}(N_{D_{\Lambda^{\sim}}/\mathrm{A}\prime I})^{2}$ (28)
&\acute X 6. $\mathrm{R}(28)$ e2 Hirzeruch-Zagier [$\mathrm{H}\mathrm{Z}$ , p.181] Theorem 2 $\xi$ . $\Re*[]_{arrow}\prime l\Phi \mathrm{t}\backslash *T\mathrm{t}\backslash \pi_{/}’/\}_{arrow\approx}^{\prime\geqq}$
$\mathrm{g}\mathrm{F}\mathrm{L}f_{arrow}^{\sim}\mathrm{g}_{)}\emptyset Tk6$ .
8 Orbifold $\pi \mathrm{n}\overline{-}\mathfrak{B}\hslash\doteqdot\Re\not\equiv l\mathrm{H}\emptyset$ -Pml
$\mathrm{T}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\tau\backslash [] \mathrm{f}\not\equiv \mathrm{k}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash }6\emptyset t\mathrm{Z}$, nten $\theta \mathrm{J}\Lambda l\hslash\grave{\grave{>}}\neq \mathrm{E}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{g}\prime x\not\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\emptyset\ \mathrm{g}\tau[] \mathrm{I}^{f}p\langle\tau$ , : $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}Bt\grave{\grave{\mathrm{l}}}.4$
$\# 46\mathrm{E}2\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} k\epsilon \mathrm{F}’\supset\hslash\not\in \mathfrak{p}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathrm{D}}^{\mathrm{A}}\tau\hslash 6$. : $\emptyset\#\mathrm{E}^{5}l|\backslash \backslash [] \mathfrak{l}1\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\#\#\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}^{-}\mathrm{C}h6\emptyset\tau,\Lambda\#\mathrm{g}\mathrm{g}p_{\grave{\grave{1}}}$
orbifold $(\not\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{V}-\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\hslash)\mathrm{T}^{\backslash }(?)$6. : in, $\}_{\mathrm{c}}’\backslash 4^{\langle\langle}$ffl $G= \mathrm{Z}/(r?)t\grave{\grave{>}}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{R}^{1}\mathrm{I}[]’.\int \mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\hslash \mathrm{L}\mathrm{T}4\backslash 6\mathfrak{H}_{\mathrm{D}}^{\mathrm{A}},$ $’\supset$
\yen $\gamma_{)}$ orbifold $7_{\mathrm{R}}7\emptyset:\subsetneqq\Re\phi$ : $\mathrm{A}I$ – $A4f/G’|_{-}’*_{\backslash }\mathrm{f}\mathrm{L}\mathrm{T}$ . $X(\mathit{2}8)\}_{arrow}’\hslash f_{arrow}^{arrow}6\mathrm{b}\emptyset\theta^{*\backslash }\backslash ’\angle\backslash 5Th6$ .
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$*U2i_{\sim}^{;\iota}E\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\#\mathrm{f}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}l\star \mathfrak{U}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{r}T$ es Dirac (FAI $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}(\uparrow_{\backslash }\yen\doteqdot \mathfrak{U}1^{J}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{H}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{b}k\emptyset\Phi\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}[]_{\mathrm{L}}’\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} T)\mathfrak{l}’\llcorner \mathfrak{R}T6\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathfrak{U}^{\wedge}i\mathrm{E}\Phi\ \mathrm{L}T\mathrm{E}l\mathrm{E}\mathrm{S}h\mathrm{T}4\backslash 6$ (JllUtbl [Ka], Vergne[Vi]). $-\epsilon\emptyset E\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}\epsilon--\overline{\equiv}T^{\backslash }\overline{\equiv}-5k$ , Jfi
$\mathrm{P}7\mathrm{i}-,\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} l\mathrm{b}5\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\epsilon\grave{1}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{L}^{\backslash },T\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\overline{\mathrm{p}}fi\mathfrak{X}\}’.\neq \mathrm{E}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{g}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}|*\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset\backslash \mathrm{k}if\mathrm{B}\ _{J\mathrm{b}^{\backslash }}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l},\supset \mathrm{T}\mathfrak{t}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{r}_{\rangle}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{L},$ $’\epsilon n\epsilon$ global ae
patch $\llcorner T$ Ru $\backslash \ \backslash 5$ :: &\check C‘ $k6^{4}$ . $’\supset\not\in \mathfrak{y}\backslash /\wedge\emptyset$ & $5$ $\iota_{\mathrm{c}}^{\tau}T\hslash[] \mathrm{f}$& $\mathfrak{h}\backslash$ :
$\Lambda f/GC)$ orbifold chart $\{\overline{l^{r_{\mathrm{O}}}}arrow \mathfrak{c}T_{\mathrm{o}},\overline{G}_{\mathrm{Q}}=\mathrm{C}_{7}\mathrm{a}1(U_{\alpha}/U_{\alpha}), \Lambda,I/G=\bigcup_{0}U_{\mathrm{Q}}\}\epsilon\downarrow\prime A\backslash \mathrm{T}\emptyset$ at 5 ee
&6. $\phi^{-1}(\mathrm{I}/_{\alpha}’)=\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{\beta}\dagger/_{\circ,\beta}^{r}$ &L, $\mathrm{V}_{\alpha,\beta}^{r}\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\overline{\mathrm{p}}fi-,\Rightarrow\int \mathrm{s}_{\backslash }\mathrm{b}\overline{|_{\alpha,\beta}’\prime}’\not\supset\grave{\grave{>}}\zeta T_{\mathrm{o}}\sim\ - \mathrm{a}_{\mathrm{L}},,$ $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}’-\supset-,\mathrm{g}_{\backslash }\Rightarrow(\mathrm{b}\mathrm{F}\$
$\not\supset\grave{\grave{>}}L^{\mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{O}}}\sigma)*\mathrm{h}k$ factor $T6$ \ddagger $:’\}_{arrow}’$ &\hslash 6. $\epsilon_{\check{\mathcal{D}}}\mathrm{L}\mathrm{T}\tilde{H}_{a,\beta}=\mathrm{C}_{1}\mathrm{a}1(|_{\alpha,\beta}^{;}/1_{\mathfrak{a},\beta}’)\prime t\grave{\grave{:}}\tilde{G}_{\alpha}\sim\emptyset \mathrm{F}\#\mathfrak{B}$





Sign $(_{\mathit{1}}lf/G)- \frac{1}{n}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(\Lambda I)$
$= \sum_{g}\int_{\overline{U}_{\alpha}}p_{\alpha}\cdot\frac{1}{\#(\tilde{G}_{\alpha})}\sim\{\sum_{g\in\tilde{c}_{Lr}}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(g, [)-\sum_{\beta}\sim_{T_{\alpha}}\sum_{h\in\overline{H}_{\alpha\beta}},\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(/|,\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{o},\beta}^{\sim_{J}}’.)\}$ (30)
$kf\mathit{1}6$ . $arrow–\sim$ ae $\{\rho_{0}\}\sim[] \mathfrak{X}\mathrm{A}I\mathrm{X}\mathfrak{G}^{\backslash }\Lambda I/G[]’.\Re\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{L}$ t-e il$ $kh\mathrm{f}’ \mathrm{h}1\emptyset 9_{\mathfrak{o}}^{\mathrm{g})}$ &tx 6 $0\leq\rho_{\alpha}\sim\leq 1$
$\epsilon$ffl $f_{arrow}^{\vee}\tau_{L^{f_{\alpha}}}^{\sim}\mathrm{A}\emptyset C^{\infty}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Re Tb6$ .
(30) $\mathrm{R}\emptyset\epsilon_{\grave{\mathrm{J}}}\mathrm{E}[] \mathrm{J}(‘ \mathit{2}7)$ . (28) $X \xi\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\overline{\mathrm{p}}fi\int \mathrm{b}\mathrm{L}T\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{F}\tau \mathrm{g}_{6}$ . $’\supset\not\in \mathfrak{v}\mathfrak{W}^{\lrcorner}\underline{\backslash 7}\mathrm{E}\not\subset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\wedge\}’.\mathrm{k}11,Tl\mathfrak{X}$,
$\mathit{1}\mathrm{t}\lrcorner I/G\emptyset 6’\supset$ Dedekind ffi&, $x\backslash \mathrm{f}\wedge\Gamma_{\mathrm{t}_{\lrcorner}\backslash }^{-}T6\Lambda I\emptyset \mathfrak{W}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{g}_{1\backslash }(\Re k\mathcal{D}*\Re^{-}\mathrm{C}[] \mathrm{f},\overline{\sim}\mathrm{n}[] \mathrm{f}.4\mathrm{E}\mathrm{F}\mathfrak{B}$
$2\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{A}_{\backslash }rx\emptyset \mathrm{T}^{\backslash }\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e})\emptyset\#’\circ$ Dedekind $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{D}\emptyset\not\equiv\hslash\grave{\grave{>}}\Leftrightarrow \mathit{5}1_{\sim},$ $\not\in f^{\sim}.3\mathrm{E}\mathfrak{W}\Delta"\perp\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} oe-,|\epsilon_{\mathrm{t}\backslash }\varpi\}_{\llcorner}’\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{L}\mathrm{T}$} $\mathrm{f},$ (28)
“iit $\emptyset c_{1}(N_{D_{k}/h\mathit{1}})^{2}k$ orbi-bundle $k\mathrm{L}^{-}C\sigma$) $*\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset$ Chern X&E‘o $T\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{F}T\hslash$ }$\mathrm{f}$ \ddagger $\mathrm{t}\backslash$ . $\Re*\emptyset$
$\Re\grave{l}R^{-}\mathrm{F}^{-}\mathrm{e}\emptyset$ , : Ofi, $\hslash 69\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{F}k$ \S 10.4 $-\mathrm{e}-\subsetneqq\grave{\mathrm{x}}6$ .
9 Valency $\emptyset \mathfrak{F}\Leftrightarrow$
$\mathrm{R}\beta|\mathrm{J}5\tau\not\in TT\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}|\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\hslash^{1}\{\tau \mathrm{g}\gamma \mathrm{c}\emptyset T^{\backslash },$ $\mathrm{X}^{\hat{\mathrm{z}}}\mathrm{m}^{\Delta}$ $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{e}$ $\lambda 6\cdot*\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\tau[] \mathrm{E}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}1-\mathrm{r}_{\text{ ^{}\backslash }}*$ -Montesinos $\sigma$) $*$ \theta
$\mathrm{D}$ $;-\emptyset\not\in \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\emptyset 5^{\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{i}$ , valency $t^{1}\mathrm{b}<6$ Dedekind $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{D}\epsilon*u$) $6$ . $:\sim-T^{\backslash }|\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{A}\emptyset\Re\grave{\iota}\mathcal{R}$Ge $\mathrm{b}F_{\mathrm{b}^{\backslash }}\hslash$
$T^{\backslash }\doteqdot 6$ \ddagger 5 $t_{-,5\mathrm{m}\}_{-\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\#^{f}\mp^{\mathrm{L}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}’}’}’\cdot(\dagger x\not\in)\mathrm{g}\Re_{\mathfrak{n}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{M}’\mathit{1}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{g}\xi’}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}arrow\overline{f\mathrm{r}}^{\mathfrak{h}\backslash }$ . $*\emptyset’\not\in’[]’.\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}^{l}\urcorner \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{r}\mathrm{g}\mathbb{R}’\supset$ et $k\mathit{5}$
$\grave{\mathrm{x}}6$ .
$4\yen \mathrm{g}\iota \mathrm{g}_{\sim}\sim a)\hslash \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}^{\mathcal{O})}-\Re\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\}_{\mathrm{c}}^{\vee}$St L.\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{b}\langle\prime Xl^{\backslash }u\emptyset T,$ $\sim-\sim-$; $T$ } $\mathrm{X}\Re\star\emptyset\#:$) $\#\Re^{f}x\Re i\mathrm{R}1^{-}.\beta \mathrm{E}’\supset T$ . $\mathrm{i}^{\mathrm{g}\mathrm{g}*\S}$ L. $\tau\iota\backslash$
$6$ . $\mathrm{X}^{\mathfrak{c}}\mathrm{F}\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{U}$ } $\mathrm{g}-\mathrm{r}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{t}$ &\llcorner Tlgffi $\mathfrak{h}$ SLtc $JI^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash }x\vee \mathrm{g}\sim f_{\lrcorner}\backslash \mathrm{t}$ L. $i\iota^{s}\prime x\iota\backslash \mathit{0}2\mathrm{T}$ . $*\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\mathrm{A}}\mathfrak{o}\uparrow \mathrm{g}\overline{\sim}’ rkffi\mathrm{T}\backslash *\iota\backslash .$ \yen P R\emptyset
$:\mathrm{F}T,$ $|\overline{\mathrm{w}\mathrm{J}}\delta^{1}3\grave{\circ}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}’3\mathrm{S}3\emptyset \mathrm{A}_{\backslash }\theta^{\grave{\grave{1}}}\hslash t\iota\dagger \mathrm{f}k^{\backslash }\#\dot{\mathrm{x}}\langle\gamma\sim^{\mathrm{e}}.\underline{*}\iota\backslash$ .
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9.1 $\mathrm{g}\Re_{\overline{\mathrm{p}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}^{f}\grave{\mathrm{a}}\#\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}}^{\mathrm{R}}$.






$\epsilon\not\equiv$ ft 6. $\mathrm{X}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}$Pg $\wedge^{\mathrm{Q}}-z\emptyset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}*\mathrm{j}\backslash \emptyset f^{\vee}.d$) $\mathrm{N}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{F}(\mathrm{A}_{1}’, I\iota_{2}’, \cdots I\iota’,,)$ &rb] $\langle$ . (NCF ea negative
continuous fraction $\emptyset\Re$) $\mathrm{L}\hslash \mathrm{l}1"arrow-\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\dot{\mathrm{X}}_{-}}.\gamma\sim.$ }
$\backslash \backslash$
} $T[] \mathrm{g}_{7^{\mathrm{k}}\mathit{1}}<$ , iik $\mathrm{q}_{1}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{F}\}’.\Re\hslash 6\Re,$ $n_{0}:=\lambda$ .
$n_{1}:=\sigma,$ $n_{2},$ $n_{3}\cdots,$ $n_{-1},.=Ii_{r-1}’$ . $n|’=1(n_{i+1}=I\iota_{i}’\gamma \mathrm{t}_{1}-n_{i-1})$ \S \not\equiv Tk,\supset T, $\sim-\emptyset F^{1}\mathrm{J}\epsilon$
: : $T^{\backslash }$ es $\mathrm{l}\backslash \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\text{ }}\star\Re \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}(.31)\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in Parrow F^{1}\mathrm{J}\ \Re’s_{\mathrm{Y}^{\backslash }}^{\backslash }:$ &}:$T6$ .
$\mathrm{S}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\Xi\not\in(24)$ & $\gamma_{)}$ , $s(\sigma, \lambda)+\mathit{8}(\lambda, \sigma)=-1/4+(\sigma/\lambda+\lambda/\sigma+1/\lambda\sigma)/12k\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 6\theta\grave{\grave{>}}$ .
$\lambda=I\iota_{1}’\sigma-n_{2}$ \ddagger $\mathfrak{h},$ $s(\lambda.\sigma)=s(-n_{2}, \sigma)=-s(n_{2}, \sigma)T\mathrm{f}\mathrm{O}6$ $l\mathrm{l}\mathrm{b}$ ,
$s( \sigma\lambda)=s(??_{2}, \sigma)-\frac{1}{4}+\frac{1}{12}(\frac{\sigma}{\lambda}-\frac{n_{2}}{\sigma}+I\iota_{1}’+\frac{1}{n_{0}n_{1}})$
&fx 6. $–*\iota^{-}\mathrm{C}\lambda/\sigma=I\iota_{1}’-n_{2}/\sigma$ O&: 6 $ki_{\sim}^{\mathrm{h}}\Phi]_{\vee}f\mathrm{c}\ \mathrm{E}_{\backslash }\prime \mathfrak{u}\backslash \supset \mathrm{T}$ . $lR\emptyset\lambda/\sigma=Ii_{1}^{r}-1/(I\iota_{2}’-$
$??\mathrm{s}/n_{2})\#\mathrm{H}^{\mathfrak{h}\backslash }T,$ $s(n_{2}.\sigma)t’-\mathfrak{R}\mathrm{L}T\Leftrightarrow\sigma \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\Xi\not\in\#\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash }6-arrow\ []^{\vee}.\mathrm{i}$D.
$s( \sigma\lambda)=s(n_{2}.\uparrow?_{3})-\frac{1}{4}\cross‘ 2+\frac{1}{1\mathit{2}}.(\frac{\sigma}{\lambda}-,\frac{?_{3}}{712}+Ii_{1}^{r}+\mathrm{A}_{2}’+\frac{1}{n_{0}n_{1}}+\frac{1}{l?_{1}n_{2}})$
Eri36. $arrow-\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}$. $\epsilon_{\grave{1}}\mathrm{g}b\mathrm{T}^{\backslash }\Subset*\Re 4\{\mathrm{X}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{F}^{(_{J\backslash }}\mathfrak{Y}6$ (!,
$s( \sigma, \lambda)=s(1, Ii_{1}^{r},)-\frac{r-1}{4}+\frac{1}{12}(\frac{\sigma}{\lambda}-\frac{1}{Ii_{\mathrm{t}}^{r}}$
.
$+ \sum I\iota_{l}’+\sum\frac{1}{r\iota_{i-1}n_{i}}..)$ (32)
&fx 6. $arrow–\sim-C^{\backslash }[\mathrm{M}\mathrm{M}1]\mathrm{q}\mathrm{j}\sigma)\backslash \sqrt R\sigma)$ Lenuma $t_{\mathrm{L}}’\mathrm{E}^{\backslash }\Xi T6$ :
Lemlna 9.1 $\delta$ Er $\sigma\delta\equiv 1$ (mod $\lambda$ ). $(1\leq\delta\leq\lambda-1)\epsilon_{\mathrm{Y}}*\gamma-.T\mathrm{B}\Re_{\backslash }\Re\geq\# 6$ . : $\sigma$) $\ \mathrm{g}$
$\sum_{i=1}^{r}\frac{1}{n_{i-1^{7?}\mathrm{i}}}=\frac{\delta}{\lambda}$ .
Lemma 9.1 $k\mathrm{i}\Xi\not\in_{\mathrm{p}}\hat{\mathrm{z}}+\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\llcorner}’}$ \ddagger $\theta’\mathrm{i}^{\mathrm{R}}\tau \mathrm{b}\hslash 6\llcorner(\mathrm{q}1, \mathrm{A}_{f}’)=(Ii_{f}’$ . $-1)(I\iota_{r}’-2)/12\mathrm{A}_{r}’\geq \mathfrak{X}_{)}*’\# 6$
&. (.32) $\mathrm{R}\ddagger \mathfrak{y}\mathit{1}\mathrm{A}a)$ Lemma $\mathrm{g}_{(}’\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 6$ .
Lemma 9.2
$s( \sigma, \lambda)=-\frac{\Gamma}{4}+\frac{1}{12}.(\frac{\sigma+\delta}{\lambda}+\sum_{i=1}^{r}I\iota_{\iota’}’)$ .
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9.2 $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\Pi\emptyset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}k\hslash\backslash _{\grave{\mathrm{b}}}$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}^{\beta}\urcorner\theta 9\Re\Re k^{-}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{U}T6$ . $\Sigma_{g}\epsilon\not\in\Re g\emptyset^{1}J-\text{ ^{}\backslash }\nearrow$ iE&L‘$($ , $\mu:\Sigma_{g}arrow\Sigma\xi \mathrm{g}’ r4\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Re \mathrm{F}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\$
$T6$ . $\Sigma_{g}=A\cup Bk,$ $\mu\}’.\mathfrak{s},\star^{\wedge}-\mathrm{b}^{\backslash }t6^{\frac{-}{\frac{\wedge}{\beta}}}+\overline{\nearrow\epsilon\backslash }\not\in \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}7\mathfrak{X}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset$ $=\mathrm{n}$ $\mathrm{E}7$ $\grave{\mathrm{J}}E|\mathrm{g}A=\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}A_{j}\lambda\sigma$ , body
$\mathrm{g}t+B=\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}B_{k}\sim\sigma)\Leftrightarrow\hslash\#\ T6$ (TH).
$B\hslash\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in_{1},\Xi_{\backslash \backslash }$ (multiple point,) $Parrow \mathrm{C}\emptyset$ valency (Nielsen [Nil]) $k(m(P), \lambda(P),$ $\sigma(P))$
&\tau 6. $P\#’.\star\backslash \mathrm{f}\Gamma_{\mathrm{b}^{\backslash }}T6[\mathrm{M}\mathrm{M}1]\emptyset-ffl\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathrm{R}}^{*}$ee $\Sigma_{g}/\mu\emptyset\lceil\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathrm{Q}\mathrm{Q}}^{\mathrm{D}}\rfloor$ ea $\Re\emptyset X\dot{\mathit{0}}\}^{\vee}.\dagger\#\Re@\mathcal{X}\iota 6$ .
A $=\lambda(P),$ $\sigma=\sigma(P)$ &L. $\lambda/\sigma\in(.’ 31)\emptyset$ ,$\}$: 5 Geg $\theta*\Re\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{L}T\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in \mathrm{R}$ liii $n_{0},$ $n_{1},$ $\cdots.$,
$n_{f}=1\epsilon \mathrm{I}\not\in 6$ . : 5 $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{T},$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash \vee\supset f=h\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in\not\in n_{0}\emptyset \mathrm{E}\mathrm{f}R[]_{\llcorner}’,$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{a}\mathrm{E}n_{1},$ $n_{2}\cdots,$ $n_{f}\emptyset*\Phi \mathrm{P}^{1}\emptyset$





8 $\mathrm{L}r’arrow \mathrm{b}\emptyset t\grave{\grave{:}}_{\mathrm{t}}\cdot\epsilon\emptyset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}_{\mathrm{Q}\mathrm{Q}}^{\iota\supset}\mathrm{T}\hslash 6$.
$\mu$ &a-priori $\}_{\llcorner}’\doteqdot\dot{\mathrm{x}}T\grave{\iota}\mathrm{g}\{\mathrm{b}k\rho:Sarrow\Delta=\{t\in \mathrm{C}||t|<1\}\epsilon’\supset<6[\mathrm{M}\mathrm{M}1]\emptyset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\Re \mathrm{i}\mathrm{J}$ ,
$-\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\Rightarrow\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Sigma_{g}}^{p_{\mathrm{D}}}/\mu\theta\grave{\grave{\}}}\mathrm{b}\lrcorner;\check{\mathcal{D}}\mathit{9}^{\backslash }\#\mathrm{R}$ 7 $\nearrow\backslash ^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}-F=\rho^{-1}(0)\mathrm{t}’’.X6$ \ddagger 5 $\mathfrak{i}^{\vee}.\{\not\in \mathrm{b}h6$ . $\sim-\emptyset\$
$\mathrm{g}(.33)^{\iota}\mathrm{F}\emptyset \mathrm{P}^{1}f\simarrow \mathrm{b}[] \mathrm{g}F\emptyset\Re 9\emptyset-\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ \prime I’\supset T,$
$\sim-\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{a}\mathrm{R}\epsilon\hslash’\supset.$ \yen $\gamma’arrow \mathrm{g}9\Re \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\tau_{\langle\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}^{J}$
$\mathrm{b}*\iota f^{\wedge}$. $\{I\iota_{i}’\}[] \mathrm{g},$ $\sim-\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} Tr\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\emptyset \mathrm{P}^{1}\emptyset S\hslash T\emptyset \mathrm{B}\mathrm{E}_{X}^{*}.k\Re\emptyset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}X\backslash \}\{\mathrm{H}k\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\dot{\mathrm{x}}6$ .
$\ arrow-\epsilon\cdot \mathrm{e}_{\sim}-\emptyset\dagger\#\Re k^{\mathrm{p}}\urcorner\not\in[]_{\llcorner}\prime \mathrm{L}\mathrm{T}\vee^{\tau}6\emptyset\}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{Y}R\emptyset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}T\hslash 6$. $P\sigma$) $\Sigma_{\mathit{9}}\hslash \mathrm{T}\emptyset/\rfloor\backslash \mathrm{R}\mathfrak{R}\grave{\mathrm{l}}\Pi(\xi$
$D_{p}$ \epsilon &6. $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathrm{D}}^{\mathrm{A}}k\mathrm{L},T\mu^{m}(D_{P\prime})=D_{\mathrm{p}}$ &f\ddagger 6 $l\grave{\grave{:}},$ $\Xi \mathrm{R}\mu^{m}$ It $D_{\mathrm{p}}\epsilon\S \mathrm{E}2\pi\delta/\lambda f\mathrm{c}^{\theta}\# 2$S#
$6.$ ( $\simarrow\}^{\vee}.\delta\}\mathrm{f}$ Lemma 9.1 $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{F}\emptyset \mathrm{b}\emptyset.$ ) $-:F(33)\hslash\grave{\grave{>}}6\mathrm{B}$ 7 A $-\mathrm{q}_{1}[]’.\not\cong \mathrm{a}\tau \mathrm{g}$ 6&\tau 6
&, $r\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\emptyset$ node $|_{arrow}^{\vee}r_{\mathrm{b}^{\backslash }}- r6-\Re$ 7 $\nearrow\backslash -\backslash ^{\backslash }\emptyset\grave{t}\mathrm{g}$ffi ’\emptyset \Leftrightarrow $=\mathrm{r}\text{ }arrow$ $\grave{\mathrm{J}}\mathrm{E}l\S T2\pi/n_{\mathfrak{i}-1}n$ ;
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$\hslash\overline{\mathrm{r}}l\grave{\grave{>}}\mathrm{k}^{\backslash \vee}\sim 6$ ([MM, II \S 8]). $:*\iota \mathrm{b}\emptyset$ Jl! $\mathrm{L}_{\mathrm{D}}^{\mathrm{A}}*$) $\#$ 6&, $D_{p}\emptyset$} $\hslash$
$\dagger \mathrm{f}tx\mathrm{b}\prime x\backslash ,$ $’\supset\yen \mathfrak{h}$
$2 \pi\sum_{i=1}^{\mathrm{r}-1}\frac{1}{n_{\mathrm{i}-1}n_{i}}.‘=2\pi\frac{\delta}{\lambda}$
&\acute f $\mathrm{b}rx\#$} $*\iota 1\mathrm{f}rx\mathrm{b}f_{\mathit{1}4}\backslash$ . : $\emptyset\veearrow\ k\Re^{\wedge}-i\mathrm{E}\mathrm{L}T1\backslash 6\emptyset \mathfrak{p}_{>}^{\backslash }\backslash$ Lemma 9.1 $\emptyset \mathrm{f}*’\S J^{-}\theta\hslash 6$ .
$arrow-\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}[]_{-}’\beta\S$ b-r, $\grave{1}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 4+\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} l>\mathrm{b}\not\subset\cdot r6\sum 1/n_{i-1}n_{i}\emptyset\#’\nearrow\emptyset’\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{D}[] \mathrm{J}[\mathrm{M}\mathrm{M}1]\}’.ffi\not\in\}’.\not\leqq\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{L}$
$T\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset$ $\mathrm{F}\mathrm{O}$ E $\mathfrak{X},\emptyset$ di 5 $tI\text{ }*’\cong.|$ $\xi\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} f_{arrow}’T$ . $\mathrm{B}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{T}^{\backslash }$ la: $\emptyset\pi\epsilon\lceil \mathrm{M}\mathrm{M}\#\Leftrightarrow 7\mathrm{D}\rfloor$ &\Re k‘: &’.
$\mathrm{L},\ddagger 5$ . ( $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\mathrm{s}-}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}^{\Delta}arrow:$ $T^{\backslash }\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}$tc$T’$($\mathrm{g}_{\mathrm{p}}\cong|\downarrow\epsilon\not\equiv\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 1_{\neq}farrow.\check{\mathcal{D}}\dot{\mathrm{x}}T\emptyset_{\overline{\mathrm{c}}}$&T $\mathrm{b}k6.$ )
$fX$ S6, $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{A}_{1\backslash }^{\Rightarrow}m^{\ }\mathrm{M}[]’$. es, $arrow-\emptyset\dagger\S ffi[] \mathrm{f}A_{\backslash ,\delta},\# 4^{\backslash }\langle\llcorner\langle\langle$ Hirzebruch-Jung $\hslash\not\in i\mathrm{g}$ (cf.
[BPV, p.80] $)$ $k\llcorner T\vee\backslash 6$ $:\ \mathrm{t}’.\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}^{t}X\mathrm{b}\prime x\iota\backslash$ . $\sim-*\iota$ es $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\mathrm{a}}m^{\Delta}(\mathrm{R}\Re_{\backslash }T\mathrm{t}\mathrm{J}f_{I}<T,$ $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\grave{\mathrm{x}}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{n}f’.\grave{\mathrm{J}}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{b}$
$\ \emptyset^{--_{\grave{\mathrm{J}}}\vee}\mathrm{X}\not\subset \mathrm{B}\overline{\pi}k\emptyset^{\backslash }\langle\llcorner\{\langle$ $6\mathrm{E}_{\mathrm{r}}^{*}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}[] \mathrm{g}$ , valency &1 $\mathfrak{X}\backslash \mathrm{f}1\#’.\mathfrak{X}\backslash \mathrm{f}F_{\mathrm{b}^{\backslash }}T6_{\mathrm{c}}^{\vee}\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset \mathrm{k}\mathrm{R}^{\Xi_{\backslash \backslash }},,k$
$\prime A^{\backslash }\backslash \mathrm{Y}\mathrm{E}’\supset\hslash>\mathrm{b}^{-}\theta\hslash 6$ . : $\emptyset^{-}\sim\ [] \mathrm{X}\mathit{1}\mathrm{A}\Phi \mathfrak{P}5\mathrm{R}\mathrm{E}\backslash \wedge^{\backslash }6\backslash$ .
10 Screw $\Re\emptyset \mathfrak{F}\doteqdot$
$:arrow-T[] \mathrm{f}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathfrak{F}\emptyset\dot{\mathcal{D}}\mathrm{b}$, $=\mathrm{n}\text{ }rightarrow$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 9\emptyset 6’\supset \mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{w}\mathfrak{U}\lambda\sigma F\# ffi\theta*\emptyset$ valency $\hslash^{1}\mathrm{b}$
$\not\subset^{-}r6$ Dedekind $\pi\emptyset\exists+\mathrm{p}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{g}_{\{\overline{\mathrm{T}}’}^{J}x5$ . $=\mathrm{g}\mathrm{B}^{1}\mathrm{J}$ a $\varpi \mathrm{p}\mathrm{L}<\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}*J1\}’.\mathfrak{U}\{\mathrm{F}\theta 6\not\in\Re\emptyset*k\#\mathrm{g}$ti I $\mathrm{L}T8$
$\Re^{*}\overline{\mathfrak{n}}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{F}k’\cap^{-}1\backslash ,$ $\not\in^{r}T\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}|\mathfrak{p}\urcorner n_{\mathrm{a}}^{\mathrm{R}},\Re-\delta\#\}\xi\xi$ St. 6.
10.1 $*\mathrm{J}\not\in \mathrm{g}\#\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\yen \mathrm{F}$
$i=1,2\}’.\prime \mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\backslash \tau$ , $(\mathrm{A}_{\mathrm{i}}, \sigma_{i})$ Et $1\leq\sigma_{i}\leq$ $\mathrm{A}_{\mathrm{i}}-1$ $\epsilon*f’.TE\mathrm{V}^{\mathrm{t}}l’.\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\prime x\mathrm{B}\#_{\backslash }\Re\ T6$ . $\delta_{i}\epsilon$
$\sigma_{i}\delta_{i}\equiv 1$ $(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} \lambda_{\mathrm{i}}),$ $1\leq\delta_{\mathrm{i}}\leq\lambda_{i}-1**\gamma_{=}\tau$ etf!,X&L, $\mathrm{E}\mathcal{T}_{-}^{\wedge},$ $\sigma_{i}’$ a $\sigma_{i}\delta_{i}=\sigma_{i}’\lambda_{i}+1\}_{\mathrm{c}}’X’\supset$
$\tau_{E}’\Leftrightarrow\llcorner Tk^{\backslash }<$ . $A\backslash \urcorner\kappa\epsilon\ni \mathrm{E}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{g}\Re\ \llcorner$ ,
$\mathrm{s}:=-\frac{\delta_{1}}{\lambda_{1}}-\frac{\delta_{2}}{\lambda_{2}}-\mathrm{K}$ (:34)
&k‘\vee \\tau , $(\lambda_{t}, \sigma_{i})_{i=1,2}\lambda\sigma \mathrm{K}\hslash^{1}\mathrm{b}4\theta 6$ screw $\Re k_{\epsilon}\mathrm{k}s_{1}^{\backslash }\backslash$ . $\mathrm{S}^{\sim}\mathrm{C}$ ,
$\frac{\lambda_{1}}{\sigma_{1}}=\mathrm{N}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{F}(I\mathrm{f}_{1},$ $I\iota_{2}’,$ $\cdots Ii_{f}’\grave{)},$ $\frac{\lambda_{2}}{\sigma_{2}}=\mathrm{N}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{F}(L_{1}, L_{2}, \cdots L_{r’})$ , (35)
Ee $\mathrm{E}4+\Re\Phi\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ \mathrm{L}$ , : $\hslash\hslash^{1}\mathrm{b}\not\subset \mathrm{f}6\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in \mathrm{E}F^{1}\mathrm{J}\epsilon\not\in*\iota \mathrm{f}*\mathrm{t}\{??_{1}, \cdots , n_{r}\}\mathrm{x}\sigma\{m_{1}, \cdots, rn_{r’}\}$
&\tau 6. $\Re*|\mathrm{g}(35)$ &K $b\mathrm{l}\mathrm{b}\not\subset 9^{\mathrm{r}}6\mathrm{K}\emptyset \mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}j*\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}\epsilon\not\equiv$ft 6 :
$(*):=\mathrm{N}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{F}(\mathrm{A}_{1}’, h_{2}’, \cdots \mathrm{A}_{\Gamma-1}’, (Ii_{r}^{r}+1),\underline{2,\cdots,2}, (L_{r’}+1), L_{1’-1}, \cdots L_{2}, L_{1})$ (36)
$\mathrm{K}-1$
$\overline{5\zeta k\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}*\lambda \mathrm{R}\varpi\geq \mathrm{b}.\mathrm{C}^{2}\emptyset\Xi \mathrm{E}^{\mathrm{p}}\mathrm{R}^{\mathrm{p}/}\pm \mathit{9}0}:(Z_{1},Z_{2})rightarrow\langle\xi Z_{1}.\xi^{\delta}Z_{2}$) $\emptyset 4\mathrm{E}\mathrm{B}\mathrm{Y}6\mathrm{A}^{\langle\langle}\copyright \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}G_{0}=\langle g\mathrm{o}\rangle\}’.X6$ ma
$\xi \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}7\mathrm{C}^{2}/G0\emptyset\#’\supset*\mathrm{R}kk^{-\iota}\sim\dot{2}$ \ddagger $s_{\mathrm{Y}^{\backslash }}^{\backslash }$ .
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Lemma 10.1 ( $[\mathrm{M}\mathrm{M}1].$, [Tak], [To])
(i) $\llcorner\backslash \Phi_{J7}^{\prime\backslash }\Re(*)\theta)\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Phi \mathrm{R}F^{1}\mathrm{J}[] X$
$\{n_{0}, n_{1}, \cdots n_{r},1\cdots 1, m_{\gamma’}, \uparrow\eta,.’\vee \mathrm{K}-1-1, \cdots, rn_{1}, m_{0}\}$
$\mathfrak{P}\hslash 6$ . : $\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in \mathrm{R}F^{1}\mathrm{J}\mathfrak{i}^{\vee}.X\backslash$} $\mathrm{L}T\emptyset$ AIM $\#\Leftrightarrow\hslash \mathrm{J}|\mathrm{f}$ screw $\Re \mathrm{s}\}_{\mathrm{c}}’-\mathfrak{F}T6$ .
(ii) $d=-\lambda_{1}\lambda_{2}\mathrm{s},$ $v=\sigma_{1}\delta_{2}+\lambda_{2}\sigma_{1}’+\sigma_{1}\lambda_{2}\mathrm{K}$ & Sb $<$ &g, $\grave{\llcorner}\Phi 4*\Re(*)\emptyset l\mathrm{i}\Xi[] \mathrm{a}d/\mathrm{t}’\}’.\not\in \mathrm{L}1^{\mathrm{t}}$ .
Lemma 10.1 & Lemma 9.2 \ddagger $\gamma$) $lR\emptyset\grave{\grave{:}}\Re \mathfrak{y}_{\underline{\backslash \prime}\supset}"’>arrow\ \delta\grave{\grave{1}}*$ ) $\hslash \mathrm{l}6$ .
Lemma 10.2 $\ell^{*}’=\sigma_{2}\delta_{1}+\lambda_{1}\sigma_{2}’+\sigma_{2}\lambda_{1}\mathrm{K}$ $\ 15<\#\not\equiv;$
(i) $s(1^{1}.d)= \frac{1}{4}(r+r’+\mathrm{K}-1)+\frac{1}{12}(’\frac{\iota+\iota\prime^{*}}{d}+\sum_{i=1}^{f}\mathrm{A}_{i}’+\sum_{i=1}’’.L_{i}+\mathit{2}\mathrm{K})$ ,
(ii) $s( \iota" d)-\llcorner \mathrm{s}(\sigma_{1}, \lambda_{1})-s(\sigma_{2}, \lambda_{2})=\frac{1}{12}‘\{\mathrm{s}-\frac{1}{d}(\frac{\lambda_{2}}{\lambda_{1}}+\frac{\lambda_{1}}{\lambda_{2}})\}+\frac{1}{4}$ .
10.2 aenrffi\yen F\hslash $\tilde{\mathrm{b}}$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} l^{\mathfrak{p}}7\mathrm{M}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{U}$ Er $\lambda \mathrm{D}\dot{\mathrm{x}}6$ . $=\mathrm{g}6\mathrm{I}\mathrm{J}\tau\emptyset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$M#ue $\mu\hslash \mathrm{l}\mathrm{b}4^{-}\mathrm{f}69\hslash\not\in\underline{\nabla}=A\cup gB[]_{arrow}$’ Sb $\iota\backslash \tau$ . $A\emptyset$
$\mathrm{g}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Re g\sigma,)\check{\mathcal{D}}\mathrm{b}\mathcal{D}$ non-amphidrome $\text{ }=\mathrm{n}\overline{\text{ }}$ .4.j $\epsilon-\cdot-’\supset\ 6$ . $A_{i^{\vee}}C^{\backslash }\emptyset$ Nielsen $\sigma\supset$ screw
$\Re$ Et $s(A_{j})$ &\tau 6 $([\mathrm{N}\mathrm{i}2])$ . $A_{j}.a$) $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\{\mathrm{R}\dagger \mathrm{J}\emptyset_{\mathrm{R}}^{\mathrm{p}ffi\partial A4_{l}}.=\partial A_{j}^{(1)}\mathrm{U}\partial A_{j}^{\{2)}T\emptyset$valency $kkhk^{\backslash }$
$h(rn, \lambda_{1},\sigma_{1},\mathit{5}_{1}),$ $(m, \lambda_{2}, \sigma_{2}, \delta_{2})$ &T $6^{6}$ : $\emptyset\geq \mathrm{g},$ $\mathrm{K}\geq-1\mathrm{g}ffl\gamma\simarrow T\mathrm{E}\Re \mathrm{K}t\grave{\grave{>}}k’\supset \mathrm{T}$
$s(A_{\mathrm{J}})=- \frac{\delta_{1}}{\lambda_{1}}-\frac{\delta_{2}}{\lambda_{2}}-\mathrm{K}$ (.37)
&fX 6 ([MM. I \S 3]). (34) la $\sim-\emptyset^{J}\text{ ^{}\backslash }\mathrm{R}(37)\epsilon_{E}^{arrow\not\cong}\ \mathrm{L}\mathrm{T}_{1^{\backslash }}\Phi \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{L}$tc $\mathrm{b}\emptyset-\mathrm{C}$ i66. (tc tt $\mathrm{L}_{\urcorner}^{\wedge}[]\Sigma$
$\mathrm{K}\geq 0\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\bigwedge_{\subset l}}k\not\equiv\grave{\mathrm{x}}_{-}Tl^{\backslash }6$ . $\mathrm{K}=-1$ \emptyset & $@$ $[] l$ \S 10.3 $\text{ }$ }$\mathrm{X}5$ . )
$\sim-\emptyset$ screw $\Re k\mathrm{E}’\supset$ $=\mathrm{n}\text{ }-$ $A_{j}\}_{\mathrm{c}}’\mathfrak{X}\backslash |T6[\mathrm{M}\mathrm{M}1]\emptyset-\Re\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathrm{r}}^{*}\# 7\sigma)mathfrak{o}0\emptyset \mathrm{p}\dagger\not\in ffi[] 2$
Lemnia 10.1 $-(\mathrm{i})a)\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in \mathrm{R}F^{1}\mathrm{J}\epsilon \mathrm{b}k\}_{\mathrm{c}\sqrt{}’}^{\vee^{\backslash }}-R\emptyset$ \ddagger 5 rcfi $f_{X}\lambda\supset h6$ . ( $\prime x\mathrm{k}^{\backslash -}\sim\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in \mathrm{E}\Re F\dagger \mathrm{J}$ Et
$\#’\supset_{\grave{1}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 9\Re k_{1}^{\backslash }\mathfrak{B}\mathrm{g}\llcorner Tf^{\wedge^{\backslash }}.\backslash \mathrm{L}f’.\emptyset\hslash\grave{\grave{>}}(36)\emptyset(*)T\hslash 6$. ) $=$: $\mathrm{n}\overline{\text{ }}$ et $\mathrm{E}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{R}^{1}\mathrm{J}\hslash>\mathrm{b}\Re\varpi \mathfrak{h}\}_{\llcorner}^{\vee}\llcorner$
$\tau\iota\backslash \mathrm{g},\mathrm{x}\wedge E\}’.\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Phi\ \mathrm{B}\Re\ \Re \mathfrak{i}\mathrm{f}\hslash \text{ }6$ , \ddagger $\theta/\rfloor\backslash \mathrm{S}$ \acute x : $\mathrm{n}\text{ }-$ $\not\in^{\backslash }\}’.9t\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 6$ . $k\mathrm{L}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{H}\Phi$ } $\mathrm{P}1\overline{\mathrm{H}}$
$\not\cong;_{\Xi\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset\yen}\not\in^{-}\mathrm{G},,\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\backslash \backslash }‘\Re\}_{\llcorner}’\hslash\backslash \mathrm{L}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{F}l\mathrm{R}^{\mathrm{I}}\mathrm{i}\hslash>\mathrm{b}E\mathrm{B}\mathit{2}\pi/n$ i-i n..i [ililt: 2, $\mathrm{b}5\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}1\mathrm{R}^{1}\downarrow\hslash^{\rangle}\mathrm{b}\mathit{2}\pi/?\eta_{i-1^{7n_{i}}}$
$T\mathrm{r}$ Er $\#\mathrm{E}\mathrm{K}5\# T\mathrm{V}^{\mathrm{Y}}\doteqdot,$ $\zeta \mathrm{P}\#\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{X}$ K–l [i1] $\not\in$ . $\mathrm{E}$ Dehn twist $\epsilon$ S#6. $\mathrm{f}\emptyset$
screw $\Re\uparrow_{-}’-\mathrm{a}\mathrm{L}\mathrm{T}l^{\backslash }6$ . $arrow-\mathrm{n}\theta^{\theta}1$ Lemma 10.1-(i) $\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Re \mathrm{T}^{\backslash }k6$ . $*$ L. $T,$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Phi\emptyset\zeta \mathrm{F}\prime \mathrm{L}\backslash \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash \emptyset$
$*$ Slr node $\}’.’\supset k^{\backslash }1_{arrow}T\Sigma_{g}/\mu\emptyset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}00k\mathbb{E}1\int\not\in’\supset \mathrm{T}^{\prime\sim}\uparrow \mathrm{T}<$ r-FH).
$\overline{6\delta;\dagger 2\sigma_{i}\delta_{\mathrm{i}}\equiv 1(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} \lambda_{i}),(1\leq\delta_{1}\cdot\leq\lambda f}-1)k?\star f_{\vee}^{--}t\mathrm{B}*\Re T\delta)6tj^{\backslash }\mathrm{i}\{\mathrm{r}\urcorner 1\cong \mathrm{s}_{)}$ fflT $\langle$ 6 $\emptyset-\mathrm{C}\not\in \mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}\emptyset \mathrm{t}\mathrm{F}\mathrm{t}^{r}.\mathfrak{G}$
$hJ\backslash h4$ ma $\geq \mathrm{c}r-.$ .
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1
$n_{0}$ $n_{1}$ $n_{2}$ 1 1 1 $m_{2}$ $?7$? $m_{0}$
$arrow–\sim t\mathrm{f}[\mathrm{M}\mathrm{M}1]\emptyset\dagger \mathfrak{F}\#\emptyset f_{I}\hslash^{\mathrm{l}}T^{\backslash }\mathrm{b}\in\exists\Gamma \mathrm{B}\emptyset\geqarrow 6\vee T\hslash O$ piecewise-linear \acute x--\emptyset #r|J\emptyset $=\mathrm{n}$
$\overline{\text{ } }\{|\perp" \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\varpi \mathrm{p}^{*}\mathit{4}^{\mathrm{I}}\Xi \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\}\mathrm{a}\not\in \mathrm{F}_{\mathrm{T}\backslash }\xi\#’\nearrow/\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}$ (super-standard form) &V $\backslash \backslash \dot{2}\not\equiv \mathrm{L}\mathrm{u}\backslash *_{\mathrm{B}1\mathrm{J}}^{\mathrm{R}}l\grave{\grave{1}}’\supset l$ } $\mathrm{b}*\iota^{\vee}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\backslash$
$6$ . MM $j*850l\grave{\grave{>}}*\mathrm{F}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\#^{\vee}.\Leftrightarrow 5T6\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Phi T^{\backslash }k6p_{\grave{\grave{1}}},$ $arrow-*\iota\delta\grave{\grave{>}}$ Lemma 10.2 $\sigma$) Dedekind $\tau_{\mathrm{D}}\sigma$)
$\vec{=}+\mathrm{p}\mathrm{g}\}’.\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{t}*\mathrm{x}-}’’\supset\sim$
’ $’.$ . $\gamma \mathit{1}\mathrm{k}^{\mathrm{Y}}\sim-\sigma$) $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\delta\sigma$) $\dagger\# ffi$ } $\mathrm{f},$ $\#\#\text{ }t5\hat{\Xi}\backslash \backslash \mathfrak{W}^{\mathrm{A}}\mathfrak{X}\#’.[] \mathrm{f}$ Lelnma $10.1-(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})\}_{\mathrm{c}}’$
$\hslash 6d,$ $\iota\cdot\}_{\mathrm{c}}’l6A_{d.v}\#|\mathrm{J}^{\backslash }\langle\Rightarrow\llcorner\langle\langle$ ) Hirzebruch-Jung $\hslash\not\in\grave{\mathrm{Y}}\mathrm{E}\epsilon \mathrm{L}Tl^{\backslash }6^{-}\sim\not\in:\mathfrak{l}’’\cdot\hslash f_{arrow}’6$ . $arrow-$
$\mathcal{O})_{\mathrm{c}}^{\vee\geq\}2\mathrm{F}\not\subset\backslash \emptyset\overline{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\ddagger\backslash 1\mathrm{B},\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\lambda^{\mathrm{j}}\mathrm{E}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{g}\sigma)_{\overline{\mathrm{Q}}n\mathrm{r}\mathrm{X}\}’\mathrm{k}^{\backslash }E\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\backslash }\mathrm{t}’4<}^{A}}|\mathrm{J}\grave{1}\cdot.\mathrm{g}rx6\mathrm{X}W\mathrm{R}\hslash^{1}\mathrm{b}*\#)\mathrm{b}\hslash \mathrm{T}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\backslash }6$.
$1^{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{v}\sigma)\ \gtrless\geq\Pi \mathrm{p}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathrm{L}}’$ . non-amphidrome $=\mathrm{z}\text{ }arrow$
$l1\backslash \backslash \iota 5\delta\grave{:\mathrm{l}}1x\urcorner\backslash \backslash 1\mathrm{t}\vee-X\backslash :r_{\mathrm{b}^{\backslash }}T6$ .
\yen $farrow$. Lemma $10.2-(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})\mathrm{T}s(\iota!.d)\delta \mathrm{l}\mathrm{b}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\{\mathrm{R}^{1}\mathrm{I}\emptyset$ valency $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{g}’\supset \mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{D}\epsilon\S|\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash \gamma\sim.\mathrm{g}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}$
$\}\mathfrak{X}$ . $\not\in\}’8\grave{\mathrm{x}}\hslash^{\grave{\grave{\rangle}}}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\mathfrak{U}\}’.fx$ 6& \5 $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{k}\}’.$ . $\Re\emptyset,\mathrm{s}_{\backslash }\Rightarrow \mathrm{H}\not\supset>\mathrm{b}\mathrm{g}\tau 1^{\backslash }6$ . $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{1}1\mathrm{b}$ $=\mathrm{n}\text{ }-$ $\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\pi$
$\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\Re\dagger \mathrm{X}$ body $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathit{0}}$) $\mathrm{E}\hslash \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\Re T^{\backslash }\mathrm{b}k6*$ ) $\# y\gamma_{\wedge^{*}}.p_{\grave{\grave{1}}},$ $\sim-\sigma$) $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{R}R\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}’\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\prime_{J}}.\supset\# J\mathrm{b}\hslash\gamma\sim$. valency $[] \mathrm{f}$ body
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\sigma\supset\Xi\{\neq\#\not\in_{-}\ \leq\#,$ $=\mathrm{n}\overline{\text{ }}$ $\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}(\neq[] \mathrm{f}\mathrm{r}\pi \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}$ screw $\Re$ $\emptyset*[]_{arrow}\prime \mathrm{L}$ \ddagger $\overline{\mathcal{D}}$ &L $\backslash 5*\supset \mathrm{t}1T\hslash$
$6$ . body $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}R9\emptyset\{_{}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}1$ valency es. $\not\in*\mathrm{L}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}’$. $p\epsilon \mathrm{L}f-arrow\dagger \mathrm{E}\mathrm{E}\Re^{1)-\text{ }\nearrow\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset \mathrm{E}\mathfrak{B}\mathrm{f}9\mathrm{S}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}^{5}\Xi}\backslash \mathrm{p}$
a $q$) $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\#\ -\mathrm{a}\not\subset 6\sigma$) $T^{\backslash },$ $\mathrm{E}\Re\}’.\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} T6\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Re \mathrm{f}6\mathrm{f}R\mathrm{t}\backslash *\mathrm{p}\urcorner_{\mathrm{B}}\not\in|_{\mathrm{c}}’T6b\# JT\hslash 6(\uparrow \mathrm{X}^{\backslash })$.
$\simeq$
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$arrow-_{hkl\star\Re\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} l^{\beta}\urcorner\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{q}\}_{--}^{\vee\equiv\dot{\mathrm{x}}_{-}[] \mathrm{f},\mathfrak{X}i\mathrm{E}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 4l\mathrm{X}\wedge\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}(T\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\emptyset^{\gamma}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\oplus\delta^{1}\mathrm{b},khk\mathrm{i}\mathrm{E}\Re l\mathrm{b}\mathrm{L}}}-\wedge\wedge$ te
$\xi ffi_{J\mathrm{J}}^{\text{ }\backslash }\mathit{0})\Leftrightarrow’\supset\Phi\int \mathrm{F}\mathrm{H}k\not\equiv \mathrm{L}5|^{-}\sim 5\$ $\backslash _{\check{\mathcal{D}}}$ : $kT\hslash 6$ .
10.3 $\mathrm{K}=-1\emptyset \mathbb{R}\wedge-$
8 $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{K}=-1\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathrm{D}}^{\mathrm{A}}k\#\mathrm{k}^{\backslash }5$ .
Lemma 10.3 $([\mathrm{T}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}], [\mathrm{M}\mathrm{M}1])$ (35) $\emptyset\not\in\backslash *\Re \mathrm{E}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in \mathrm{E}P^{1}\mathrm{J}\mathrm{t}’.\mathrm{k}^{\backslash }\iota\backslash \tau,$ $1\leq l\leq r,$ $1\leq$
$l’\leq r’T^{\backslash }h’\supset \mathrm{T}$
(i) $n_{l}=l7?_{l}$ , (ii) $n_{l+1}+rl?_{l’+1}=7$?
$k\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}r’.\tau \mathrm{t}\emptyset\hslash^{*}>\mathrm{D}\not\in-\ulcorner \text{ }\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}T6$ .
$-\llcorner\emptyset\lambda R\dagger f\backslash \mathrm{B}^{-}\mathrm{e}_{1}^{J}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{b}$ Ut6, $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{a}\mathrm{R}F|\downarrow \mathrm{k}^{\backslash }\ddagger\sigma\Xi \mathrm{E}_{\mathrm{X}^{\iota 5}}^{\bigwedge_{J|\backslash \backslash \Re F^{1}\mathrm{J}[] \mathrm{f}\sqrt R\emptyset}}\backslash$ di 5 tc $\prime x6(^{\vee}\sim h\hslash^{\mathrm{i}}$-remava
PM $\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathrm{D}\mathrm{O}}^{\mathrm{p}}\mathfrak{P}\mathrm{F}\mathrm{h}$ $6$ ) :
$\sim \mathcal{X}\vee\iota\hslash^{1}\mathrm{b}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{b}*\iota 6\mathrm{g}4*\Re,$ $’\supset\yen \mathfrak{y}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{F}(K_{1}, I\iota_{2}’, \cdots, I\iota_{l-1}’, I\iota_{l}’+L_{l’}-1, L_{l’-1}, \cdots’.L_{1})\emptyset$
maa Lemma 10.1-(ii) OD $d,,$ $\iota’ T\#’/\mathrm{R}/\mathfrak{X}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}’.\mathrm{K}=-1k\mathrm{k}^{\backslash }\backslash f’.$ &g $\emptyset d/v\}^{\vee}.-\mathrm{a}T6$ . $\mathrm{S}T\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
($\neq\delta_{1}/\lambda_{1}+\delta_{2}/\lambda_{\mathit{2}}\geq 1\emptyset^{-}7\mathfrak{P}\mathrm{s}[-1]=-\delta_{1}/\lambda_{1}-\delta_{2}/\lambda_{2}+1$ &SS $<$ . $\sim-*\iota l\backslash ’ \mathrm{K}=-1\emptyset\ \mathrm{g}$
$\emptyset$ screw $\Re Th6$ . $\sim--\sim T^{\backslash }$
$\mathcal{E}[-1]=\frac{1}{12}\{_{j}\sum_{=l+1}^{r}(.3-I\iota_{i}’)+\sum_{i=l+1}^{r’},(.3-L_{i})-2\}$ (38)
& Sb $<$ . $\sim-q$) $\not\simeq\gtrless;$
Lemma 10.4
$s( \mathrm{e}" d)-s(\sigma_{1}.\lambda_{1})-s(\sigma_{2}, \lambda_{2})=\frac{1}{12}.\{\mathrm{s}[-1]-\frac{1}{d},$ $( \frac{\lambda_{2}}{\lambda_{1}}+\frac{\lambda_{1}}{\lambda_{2}})\}+\frac{1}{4}+\mathcal{E}[-1]$ .
$’\supset\yen \mathfrak{y}$ Leinma 10.2 &1bB 1, $T,$ $\mathcal{E}[-1]\emptyset\hslash \mathrm{j}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{R}l\grave{\grave{\rangle}}\int\overline{\backslash }\mathrm{f}\mathrm{t}\backslash f_{arrow}^{\wedge}$ . $\sim-\emptyset 5\mathrm{i}\mathrm{E}^{\beta}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}$ es, $\mathrm{g}9\Re \mathrm{E}$ ea (7)
$k^{\iota}\backslash \mathrm{F}\not\in CT^{\backslash }$ , nl $\Xi\not\in\emptyset|\Phi\hslash k\mathrm{k}b6\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{\backslash }\hslash\grave{\grave{\backslash }}/\mathrm{J}\backslash y\mathrm{L}\overline{\tau}$ $=$ $r\triangleright \mathfrak{P}\hslash 6$ .
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10.4 $\not\equiv\xi\phi$
$\varpi \mathrm{p}\mathrm{L}\Re if\mathrm{B}T,$ $\mathrm{b}:)-’\supset f^{\wedge^{*}}.\# 7$ Lemma $\epsilon\doteqdot\check{\mathrm{x}}6$ . $c=\mathrm{g}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{d}(\lambda_{1}, \lambda_{2}),$ $d’=d/c,$ $\lambda_{i}’=\lambda_{i}/c,$ $(i=1,2)$
$\geq$ $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{b}$ $\mathrm{g},$ $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{b}\}_{\llcorner}’$
$\mathfrak{a}=-4s(\mathrm{t}" d)+4\mathrm{c}8(\sigma_{1}.\lambda_{1})+4\llcorner \mathrm{s}(\sigma_{2}, \lambda_{2})$ ,
$\beta=-\frac{4c}{\lambda_{1}\lambda_{2}}\cdot s(d’-1,d’)$ , (39)
$\gamma=\frac{c}{\lambda_{1}\lambda_{2}}(\frac{\lambda_{1}^{2}-1}{3}+\frac{\lambda_{2}^{2}.-1}{3})\cdot(-\frac{1}{d’},)$ ,









: $\emptyset$ Lemma $\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} l\mathrm{p}766_{@}^{\mathrm{B}},\Re\xi_{\mathrm{J}’}^{\backslash }1\backslash \wedge^{\backslash }6\backslash .$ \S 10.2 $\mathrm{T}\hslash \mathrm{f}\mathrm{h}f’$. non-amphidrome 7’ : $\mathrm{z}-\text{ }$ $A_{j}$
G\v{c} 1 skt 1 $T*_{\backslash }\mathrm{f}\Gamma_{\iota_{\lrcorner}\backslash }T6’\mathrm{x}\not\in \mathrm{i}\Xi\overline{\pi}k\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} n\Rightarrow \mathrm{R}5\mathrm{A}\emptyset\#\#|\mathrm{A}\backslash A_{d,v}\emptyset\not\subset \mathrm{L}^{\backslash }\backslash x\epsilon,$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\overline{\mathrm{p}}fi\mathrm{e}s$ $\mathfrak{l}’.\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}^{5}\subsetneqq T6k$
$1_{\sim}^{\backslash }’,17\emptyset$ \ddagger $5\}_{arrow f}’X6$ (cf. [Tak]):
$\yen \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}^{\backslash }\not\in\overline{\pi}\Re\emptyset\#\#$ $j\backslash ^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}-T\hslash$ 6\yen \not\in ffi $C\emptyset$ node $P[] \mathrm{g},$ $\Re\emptyset$ $:TA_{d’-1}\pi 4H\mathrm{E}$
$2$ S,fi 2ko(tb $\mathfrak{h}_{\tau}\sim-\emptyset_{\grave{\mathrm{J}}}\mathrm{E}l\not\in \mathfrak{s}_{P}\prime’\mathrm{t}’.\{|t\Re(\lambda_{1}\lambda_{2})/c\emptyset^{\backslash }\langle\llcorner\langle\langle$ ffl $G_{0}\hslash\grave{\grave{>}}$ {FM $\mathrm{L}T\iota\backslash 6$ . ? $\sigma$) ma
$\mathrm{i}\Xi\ \epsilon\phi:1_{P}^{J},\cdotarrow 1/_{P}’/G_{0}:=^{\mathfrak{c}\prime_{Q}}$ &T 6&, $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} Q=\phi(P)\emptyset\geq_{\mathrm{c}}arrow 6\}^{\vee-\emptyset}.\sim A_{d,v}\# 4\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{B}^{\Xi_{\backslash \backslash }},,t\grave{\grave{\mathrm{l}}}\hslash$
$6$ . $\mathrm{A}_{\urcorner},$ $d’\mathrm{K}\grave{\iota}^{\underline{\langle\{\langle}}$ B-\acute $\mathrm{g}’\supset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\overline{\mathrm{p}}fi-,\mathrm{g}\dagger \mathrm{b}\Xi \mathrm{R}|_{p}’\simarrow l_{P}^{\gamma}(’.\ddagger’\supset C- C_{\tau_{0}}\epsilon$ lift $\mathrm{L}$
$\gamma,.\mathrm{b}\emptyset k\tilde{G}_{0}$ &T6 $(^{-}7\mathrm{H})$ .
$\sim h\vee[] 2$ Ss $\mathrm{g}$ ee $\backslash \backslash \mathfrak{X}(29)\emptyset\Re\Re T$ i6 $’\supset T$ , orbifold $\mathrm{F}\mathrm{p}$ IEE?. $\doteqdot\Re_{k\mathfrak{B}\delta\backslash \otimes\Gamma_{\mathrm{b}}\backslash \tau \mathrm{g}6\mathbb{R}\mathrm{f}R^{-}\mathrm{C}}^{-*}$
k) $6$ . $arrow\emptyset-\mathrm{g}\mathrm{g}$ , $\overline{\{}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{E}\not\subset \mathrm{A}\wedge$ ee ma $\mathrm{L}T$ ea $\tilde{G}_{0}(\prime \mathrm{E}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\emptyset\Leftrightarrow \mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathfrak{l}\mathrm{f}(28)\mathrm{R}\emptyset i\mathrm{D}\langle-4s(\mathrm{t}\iota’.d)T$ lb $\mathfrak{h}$ ,
$arrow-\hslash[] \mathrm{J}(.39)\emptyset a\mathrm{H}\}^{\vee}.\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\epsilon\tau 6$ . $H_{0}\Leftrightarrow \mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}[] 2-4s(d’-1.d’)Tk\mathfrak{y}_{f\mathit{3}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}\}’kf_{arrow}’6}.$ . SE te $C|_{\mathrm{t}_{P}’}$
$\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\mathrm{p}}7\Re*6R9E_{1},$ $E_{2}[]_{\llcorner}\prime \mathrm{x}\prime \mathrm{o}\mathrm{T}P=E_{1}\cap E_{2}$ &’X $\cdot$o $T1^{\mathrm{t}}$ 6&\tau 6&, 6 $E_{i}\dagger \mathrm{Z}3\mathrm{E}\mathfrak{W}\mathrm{X}$ ca
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$\mathrm{E}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{1\backslash }bXl’’-X9,$ $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{1\backslash }P\sigma)_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{i}-\not\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset}$ Chern $\Re\Leftrightarrow\Rightarrow\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{J}-1/d’T^{\backslash }h’\supset T,$ $\gamma^{\iota}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\}_{\mathrm{L}}’$ $U^{\backslash }\nearrow$ $\mathrm{S}h$
$6$ . ( $\gamma \mathrm{c}\mathcal{T}_{arrow}’\backslash \mathrm{L}\backslash$ , a $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}l’.’\supset \mathfrak{h}\backslash arrow C[] \mathrm{f},$ $\mathrm{i}\Phi\dagger \mathrm{R}^{1}\mathrm{I}\emptyset$ valency $\hslash>\mathrm{b}<6$ Dedekind $50\epsilon$ \S 10.2 $\mathrm{T}^{\backslash }\grave{\mathrm{J}}’\mathrm{f}\backslash \wedge^{\backslash }7\backslash =\mathrm{E}$H3
$T\not\equiv \mathrm{L}5|\vee^{\mathrm{t}}farrow..)$
: 5 $\llcorner \mathrm{T}\Rightarrow\grave{\mathrm{x}}\mathrm{b}\hslash_{\text{ }}\mathcal{T}’.\grave{\iota}\underline{\mathrm{B}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{b}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset,$ $-Kiarrow\vee \mathrm{E}^{\backslash }\mathrm{E}\overline{\pi}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\sim\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} l’\mathrm{E}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\#-\hslash^{1}kT6\hslash\doteqdot\Re\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} l\mathrm{b}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}’.,$ $\sim\vee$
(7) $7$‘ : $\mathrm{n}\text{ }-$ $A_{j}\hslash\grave{\grave{>}}\doteqdot\grave{\mathrm{x}}6\lceil \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{E}^{\text{ }}.x" fi\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\rfloor k_{\mathrm{p}}^{3}$ g $\mathrm{L}f’.\emptyset\emptyset\grave{\grave{1}}$ Lemma 10.5 $T\hslash 6$ . $\mathrm{g}\doteqdot[]\Sigma\not\equiv[] \mathrm{f}$
$\sim\emptyset\vee l\mathrm{F}\#’.,$ $A_{i}.\emptyset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}’\supset \mathrm{b}’\supset\geq\not\in_{)}*\mathrm{g}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}txT\backslash \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\backslash }\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ _{\mathit{4}-\backslash }\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}_{\backslash }\dot{\mathrm{x}}6$screw $\Re l^{\grave{\grave{1}}}k^{\backslash }\backslash 5\Leftrightarrow 5- T6\hslash^{1}k\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}_{\backslash }\circ\backslash ’\supset \mathrm{T}$
$\equiv+\wedge \mathrm{F}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{L}\gamma_{\wedge}.\sigma)f^{\wedge^{\backslash }}.\backslash \hslash\grave{\grave{\backslash }},$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}.\dot{\mathrm{x}}[] \mathrm{a}\cdot\epsilon*\iota$eas $\prime x\iota\backslash \not\cong\#^{\vee^{\backslash }\backslash }.\backslash \nearrow\nearrow \text{ ^{}\mathrm{p}}’\triangleright fx\pi^{J}’,\not\simeq\prime x_{\text{ }}\gamma\sim..\sim-\sigma$) $T\backslash ^{\mathrm{E}_{\backslash }}\prime \mathrm{u}\backslash \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{S}k\mathrm{R}_{\mathrm{R}}^{-}5$
H9 $[]_{-}\prime 53\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} T6f^{\sim}.b,$ $*\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{E}k\Phi$ft $\tau \mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{w}}\Re\emptyset \mathrm{a}\epsilon \mathrm{J}\emptyset\not\in$ ils $\}^{\underline{r}}\mathrm{L}\mathrm{T}1\mathrm{s}\iota\backslash f’.\emptyset\tau\hslash 6$ .
$11\neq \mathrm{E}^{\cdot}\not\in\overline{\pi}1_{\sim}^{-}\mathrm{A}6\hslash\doteqdot K\#\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
11.1 $\neq\not\in\not\in\overline{\pi}\$ NMMMSU
$S$ \epsilon \ni E#g=\nearrow ‘\nearrow ‘o $\text{ }$ rek $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\Phi,$ $Bk$ Pn )$|-\nabla\nearrow\backslash \Phi\ 1"$ . $\mathrm{j}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{B}^{1}\mathrm{J}\mathrm{F}\ f:Sarrow B$ }$\mathrm{f}\not\in\Re_{g}\geq 2^{\iota}$
$\emptyset(\star\Re \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ lt $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\grave{\mathrm{x}}6\ ffi_{\mathrm{E}T6}^{\wedge}$ .
$f:\tilde{S}\simarrow\tilde{B}\epsilon.(\sigma)\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}/\rfloor\backslash \not\equiv_{\mathit{1}\not\in \mathrm{i}\S\overline{\pi}\ \mathrm{L}_{;}n}^{\wedge}kk\emptyset‘ \mathrm{k}5’xf\#\mathit{5}\dot{\mathrm{x}}6\mathrm{E}_{\text{ }=}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT};}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset 9oe\mathrm{m}8\Xi\sim$
a $\tilde{B}arrow B\mathcal{O}$) $*\Re\ T6$ . $=\mathrm{B}|*\#\backslash 6\}’.n\dagger \mathrm{f}\mathfrak{R}\emptyset X\check{\mathcal{D}}\}’.\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\dot{\mathrm{x}}\mathrm{b}$h6 :
$f\sigma)\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{E}$ I $\text{ }\backslash ^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}-(1)\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\epsilon\{F_{\mathrm{o}}\}$ $(F_{\mathrm{Q}}=f^{-1}(P_{\llcorner\backslash }), P_{\mathrm{o}}\in B)$ &-t6. $g$ $F_{a}\#_{-}’*$} $\llcorner$ . :
$\emptyset\yen*)\mathfrak{y}\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\overline{\mathrm{p}}fi\{|\perp$”ffl\yen $\text{ ^{}\backslash }\mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}$ $’-\mathrm{i}\xi \mathrm{a}\epsilon\Leftrightarrow\check{\mathrm{x}}_{-}6\mathrm{g}\#\Delta^{\mathrm{I}}\not\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Re:\not\equiv \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\emptyset i\star\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\overline{\pi}k\mu_{\mathrm{Q}}$ : $\Sigma_{g}arrow\Sigma_{g}$
$kT6$ . $\Re n(\mu_{\alpha})$ Et $\mu_{\mathrm{Q}}$ \emptyset E\Re &\tau 6. ’\supset $\mathfrak{y}-\nabla g=-4_{\mathrm{t}\lambda}\cup B_{\alpha}\epsilon\mu_{0}\hslash^{1}$ b&\yen 6 \S .9 $-\mathrm{G}\mathrm{i}\not\subset\backslash \wedge^{\backslash }\backslash$
$f_{arrow}^{\wedge}$ $=$: $\mathrm{z}-\overline{\text{ }}$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\alpha\sigma \mathrm{b}\circ \mathrm{d}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{g}\sim\emptyset\#\hslash\not\in\ T$ 6&g, $n(\mu_{\mathfrak{a}})[] \mathrm{Z}(\mu_{\mathrm{Q}}|_{B_{\alpha}})^{n\{\mu_{\alpha})}\sim \mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}_{B_{\mathrm{Q}}}$ (isotopic)
$\mathrm{g}_{\mathrm{i}^{\backslash }}\backslash ffir^{\sim}.T5/\rfloor\backslash \emptyset\Xi,,\#_{\backslash \backslash }\Re T\hslash 6$ . : $\emptyset\not\in:\gtrless,$ $-\vee$ $\mathrm{U}\mathrm{L}$ $\mathrm{b}\{n(\mu_{\alpha})\}$ $f_{arrow}’$ b\emptyset ’J\ ‘|g\Re 13‘‘\uparrow ? te–l$t $\mathrm{L}$
$T4^{\backslash }6$ . : $\emptyset-\sim\ [] \mathrm{J}[\downarrow\backslash \mathrm{I}\mathrm{M}1]\emptyset\varpi \mathrm{R}’x^{l}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\emptyset-’\supset\tau$ i66 (cf. [AI]). $rx\mathfrak{X}\Gamma_{\mathrm{b}}\not\in rxl^{\grave{\grave{1}}}\mathrm{b}$ , re $\prime^{11\ell}8’\emptyset$
$\wedge\wedge’ \mathrm{a}arrow \mathrm{g}\mathrm{X}i\mathrm{E}\grave{\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{a}\overline{\pi}i\mathrm{E}\emptyset^{\frac{-}{=\beta}}\mathrm{f}^{\mathrm{H}}R\backslash \#\yen$(cf. [BPV, p.94]) $\tau_{\mathrm{t}\tau \mathrm{b}*\iota 6\mathfrak{M}\mathrm{a}^{\gamma}x\Re\dagger \mathrm{f}}^{\nearrow \mathrm{B}}$ , : $\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\prime \mathit{1}\backslash }’\Phi?$? &S $(1’\lrcorner^{\backslash }( \tau\not\in)$
$|\downarrow \mathcal{A}\mathrm{t}l\hslash^{1}d\mathrm{a}\lambda$ ill $rx\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\Xi[]’.fx6-\sim k\epsilon \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{B}\backslash }^{\Rightarrow\llcorner T}$, S6 $\mathrm{g}\gamma\sim.\backslash$ . (: $\lambda\iota \mathrm{b}\emptyset$ $:$ & es. [AI] $\sigma$) $\pm_{\backslash ^{\mathrm{I}}},\mathrm{g}\Leftrightarrow\emptyset \mathrm{F}$
$*\not\in\not\geq\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathfrak{W}}^{\Supset \mathrm{A}}\emptyset \mathrm{r}\mathrm{P}\hslash^{1}\mathrm{b}|\Phi.\acute{\mathrm{t}}^{\mathrm{a}_{\mathrm{f}}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{L}T1^{1\prime}\supset r_{arrow}^{\vee}:$&‘<Y $k6.$ )
$Ki\epsilon\grave{\mathrm{J}}\mathrm{a}\overline{\pi}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\wedge\wedge E\overline{9}\emptyset\llcorner\dagger 8R\dagger l\{P_{\mathrm{o}}\}r_{arrow}’\mathrm{e}$ae $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{b}$ (: $\prime A^{\backslash }\backslash \mathrm{F}ft\mathrm{b}F^{\backslash -t5}\backslash J\iota\backslash \backslash P_{0}\backslash (^{-}\sim \mathrm{i}’\iota[] \mathrm{J}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}R\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{\backslash })$ &lr
$X\mathrm{D}\dot{\mathrm{x}},$ $\{P_{\mathrm{o}}\}\ P_{0}T9\mathbb{R}T6\mathit{7}\mathit{1}^{\backslash }\sqrt \mathrm{x}_{1^{\backslash }}\underline{\langle\langle\langle}$ ma $\tilde{B}arrow Bk’\supset<\mathfrak{y}S\cross_{B}\tilde{B}\sigma\supset\Phi \mathrm{g}\prime x\mathfrak{R}F\mathrm{E}\yen\overline{\mathcal{T}^{\backslash }}$
$\mathit{1}\triangleright\epsilon\ 6arrow-\ l’-$ \ddagger $0T\tau \mathrm{b}*\iota 6(\mathrm{L}\hslash^{1}\mathrm{L}P_{0}\mathfrak{P}\sigma)\uparrow\#\mathrm{F}\mathfrak{U}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\simeq l\mathrm{b}\Xi\wedge\emptyset\Leftrightarrow\xi[] \mathrm{f}0fx\emptyset T_{\urcorner}^{\wedge}\}\mathrm{J}_{\backslash \backslash \backslash }\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i},\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}$
$\mathrm{L}T$ Ek $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\backslash }$ ).
: (7)&2S, $6^{\urcorner}\delta^{\grave{\grave{\rangle}}}\mathfrak{B}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 2\Re\overline{\pi}T\hslash 6^{-}\sim\sim\ p_{1}\mathrm{g},$
$T6$ . $*\mathrm{g}\tau\iota \mathrm{g}_{\beta 1\downarrow}arrow \mathrm{g}\not\in\tau\emptyset$re $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\#\mathfrak{B}\not\in\dot{\mathrm{x}}$ T. Sign $(\tilde{S}/C_{7})-\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(\llcorner 9)/n\sim\emptyset l\mathrm{i}\Xi k,$ $\{\mu_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}}\}f’.\mathrm{b}\emptyset$
$\#’\supset$ NMM $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\}^{\vee}.\mathrm{x}’\supset T_{R}^{\mathrm{B}}\{\Phi \mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}6\#’.\cong \mathrm{g}\approx \mathrm{T}T. fx\mathrm{f}\grave{\circ}\mathrm{X}*\emptyset\Xi\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\}\mathrm{Z}n^{\mathrm{a}\ }\mathrm{m}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(S)-\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(_{\iota}^{\sim}5’)/n$
$\emptyset|\mathrm{F}T\hslash 6\theta\grave{\grave{>}}$ , IE Sign $(S)-\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(\tilde{S}/C_{7})$ $\mathrm{G}\text{\v{c}}\triangleleft\iota\backslash \tau$ ia $(-\sim\sim-- e\dagger \mathrm{J}\overline{\overline{-}}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathfrak{U}\epsilon \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}T6\theta^{\grave{\grave{\mathrm{l}}}})\mathrm{F}^{\ni\ }\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}T^{\backslash }1\Phi\wedge^{\backslash }\backslash$
tc \ddagger $\check{\prime \mathit{2}}[]’.\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{E}\}’.\mathrm{b}\geq\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 6$ . $\mathrm{L}f^{\wedge}.p_{1\prime\supset \mathrm{T}**\emptyset\Xi}^{\theta}$ ec $\mathrm{b}$F# $\mathrm{b}*\iota 6$ : $k$ le $ff6$ .
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11.2 Defect $/\backslash \mathrm{A}xT$
$\mathfrak{X}\mathrm{R}*U\supset\not\equiv\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\epsilon_{i\mathrm{E}}^{\wedge}Xl\mathrm{b}T6r_{arrow}^{\wedge}\emptyset \mathrm{t}’.$, 6#g $\nearrow\backslash ^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}-F_{\mathrm{o}}\mathrm{t}’.\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}1_{\vee}\mathrm{T},$ $\mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{X}i\mathrm{E}4}^{\wedge\wedge\wedge\triangleleft:\mathrm{g}\mathrm{x}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Re\rfloor\partial S(F_{\mathrm{o}})}\backslash$
$\prime_{\mathit{1}6\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\epsilon_{i\mathrm{E}}^{-\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathrm{L}\ddagger\check{\supset}}}}$ .
$\yen F_{\mathit{1}4_{\mathrm{Q}}}\}’.\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} T6$ body i1S $B_{\mathrm{o}}4:\mathit{0}\supset,$ $4^{\vee}\mathrm{C}\sigma$) $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{B}^{\mathrm{g}},|\backslash \backslash \lambda\sigma_{\mathrm{R}}^{\mathrm{p}_{\hslash \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{F}_{\Theta}\Re 9\mathrm{k}[]_{\mathrm{L}}^{\vee\doteqdot}}}\grave{\mathrm{J}}-$ft bh
$\tau\iota\backslash 6$ valency $\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathrm{D}}^{\mathrm{A}}\xi\{\uparrow n_{i}, A_{t}\sigma_{i}, \delta_{j}\}$ & $T6.$ \yen tc $\lambda_{i}/\sigma_{f}\cdot:=\mathrm{N}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{F}(\mathrm{A}_{1}’(i), I_{\mathrm{Y}_{2}}’(i)_{\}\cdots \mathrm{A}^{r_{1^{i})}},.(i))$
$k$ $\mathfrak{X}<$ . $r(i)[] \mathrm{a}\backslash \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}\Re \mathit{0})\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}6^{-}Ch6$ . $\mathrm{K}\mathrm{t}’-$ $A_{\mathrm{Q}}=\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{j}A_{j}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{k}A_{k}*-$ non-amphidrome 7 $:\mathrm{n}$ $\text{ }-$
$\{A_{j}\}R\sigma$ amphidrome 7 $:\supset.\text{ }-$ $\{\overline{A_{k}}\}\sim\sigma)\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in\ \mathrm{f}6$ . $A_{j}\emptyset 2’\supset\emptyset E\#\Re 4++\emptyset$ va-
lency $kk\mathrm{h}\mathrm{f}\mathcal{X}\mathrm{t}(rn(A_{j}), \lambda_{1}(.4_{j}),$ $\sigma_{1}(A_{j}).\delta_{1}(A_{j}))\lambda L^{\aleph}(m(A_{j}), \lambda_{2}(A_{j}),$ $\sigma_{2}(A_{j}),$ $\delta_{2}(A_{j}))$ &T
6. $\mathcal{E}(.4_{j})k(40)- \mathrm{e}^{arrow}i\mathrm{E}\Leftrightarrow \mathrm{S}\hslash r-.\xi\geq T6$ . $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} f’.,\overline{A_{k}}\emptyset \mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{R}}^{\mathrm{g}},ffl\Re*\emptyset$ valency $\epsilon(m(\overline{A_{k}}), \lambda(\overline{A_{k}})$.
$\sigma(.4_{k}),$ $\delta(A_{k}))$ &\tau 6 (amphidrome $\text{ }$ : $\mathrm{n}\overline{\text{ }}$ $T[] 2\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}|\mathrm{J}\emptyset$ valency $[] \mathrm{f}-\mathrm{a}\mathrm{L}T1\backslash 6$ . )
Definition 11. 1
$\partial S(F_{\mathrm{o}}):=\sum_{i}\{r(i)-.\frac{1}{3}(\frac{\sigma_{i}+\delta_{i}}{\lambda_{i}}+\sum_{j=1}^{t\langle i)}\mathrm{A}_{i}’(i))\}$
$+ \sum_{A_{J}}\{\frac{\mathrm{g}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{d}(\lambda_{1}(.4_{j})_{\backslash }\lambda_{2}(\wedge 4_{j}))}{\lambda_{1}(A_{j})\lambda_{2}(A_{j})}.-1+\mathcal{E}(.4_{j})\}+\sum_{\overline{A_{k}}}\{\frac{1}{\lambda(\overline{.4_{k}})-\frac{1}{2}}\}$.
Theorem 11.2
Sign $(_{\mathrm{t}}^{\sim} \sigma,’/G)-\frac{1}{\uparrow?}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(\tilde{S})=\sum_{F_{\mathrm{Q}}}\partial S(F_{\alpha})$.
$arrow \mathrm{g}\mathrm{E}\emptyset^{\frac{-}{\S}}i\mathrm{E}\mathfrak{U}$ GCD $\mathrm{V}$ $\backslash _{Tl\mathfrak{X}.\Leftrightarrow g\beta g\prime x\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 9^{1}2TT\}_{-\mathrm{B}^{1\mathrm{J}\mathrm{F}_{\mathrm{P}}\yen \mathfrak{V}(-\Re\chi_{\mathrm{b}}}}’}\sqrtarrow\vee$( $\mathrm{V}\backslash 6\emptyset T$ . $4\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}$ ’
ii “ $\neq\emptyset*k’\cap^{-.\prime}X\check{\mathcal{D}}$ .
$F_{\alpha}$ \ddagger $\mathfrak{h}_{Ki\mathrm{E}\Xi\overline{\pi}@*\iota 6f^{\sim}\hslash \mathrm{x}\oplus \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}^{\wedge\sim_{\grave{\mathrm{J}}}}\sigma)^{\wedge}$$C_{\mathrm{o}}\}’.’\supset\backslash \tau$ . $\sim-*\iota\emptyset$ node $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{O}\Leftrightarrow\bigwedge_{\Pi}$ Et $\{P\}$ . $C_{/_{\mathrm{Q}}}$
$\emptyset-\Re\emptyset \mathrm{F}_{\mathrm{D}}^{\wedge}$ lt $C_{\llcorner\backslash }^{(0)}=C_{c\nu}\backslash \mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}\{P\}$ &T 6.
$C_{\circ-}^{(0)}\llcorner[]_{arrow}’\hslash 6G\iota’arrow\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} T6$ isotropy $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\sigma$) $\exists \mathrm{F}\mathrm{B}$ $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{J}3$ $\prime x\mathrm{A}_{1\backslash }(7)\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathrm{D}}^{\mathrm{A}}\{Q\}[] \mathrm{f}$ , $F_{\alpha}\emptyset\yen$ $\vdash^{\backslash }\backslash \iota\supset\backslash -\backslash \sim$
$:\cong$a $\mu_{\alpha}$ : $\Sigma_{g}arrow\Sigma_{g}[]’$.\ddagger 6\S 9.2 $\emptyset\#\hslash\#arrow g\nabla=A_{\mathfrak{a}}\cup B_{\mathrm{o}}l_{-}’k^{\mathrm{Y}}\mathfrak{h}\backslash \tau$, body $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $B_{\mathrm{o}}$ $.1$ $\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in,\iota,5_{\backslash \backslash }$
$\{\overline{Q}\}$ &1 $\urcorner \mathrm{x}\backslash 1[]’.\hslash\backslash F\iota_{\lrcorner}\backslash T6$ . $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{b}[]^{r}.Q\emptyset\grave{\iota}\mathbb{E}l\not\in\tau\sigma$) $G- l^{l}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}t2\overline{Q}T\emptyset$ valency $(m.\lambda, \sigma)$ kffl $\iota\backslash$
$\tau-\geqq\hslash \mathrm{l}h6,$ $\wedge 4_{\lambda.\sigma}\pi|\mathrm{J}^{\backslash }\langlearrow\llcorner\langle\langle$ .
\yen $\gamma\sim.c_{\alpha}\emptyset$ node $\emptyset \mathrm{F}_{\mathrm{D}}^{\mathrm{A}}\{P\}$ es. $A_{\mathrm{o}}\emptyset^{\backslash }\mathrm{J}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{E}\Re 4*\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathrm{D}}^{\mathrm{A}}$ ? 1 $x\urcorner 1\mathrm{t}’.*_{\backslash }\mathrm{f}\Gamma_{\mathrm{b}^{\backslash }}^{-}\mathrm{f}6$ . $\sim-\emptyset*_{\backslash }\mathrm{f}\Gamma_{\llcorner\backslash }\mathrm{T}$
non-amphidrome $==$ \leftrightarrow $\text{ }\}’.*_{\backslash }\mathrm{f}\Gamma_{\llcorner\backslash }T6$ nodeP $\emptyset\grave{\iota}\mathrm{f}\underline{\mathrm{f}}\{\not\in\sim\emptyset G|T\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}$ ea ( $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{g}\prime x$ descend $\emptyset\dagger\#/$
$[_{\llcorner}’$ ), \S 10 $T^{\backslash }5\dot{\mathrm{x}}f_{arrow 4}^{\wedge}4_{d.\mathrm{t}’}\Phi^{\mathrm{J}^{\backslash }\{\langle’}\llcorner\backslash$ .
$k^{\backslash }A\downarrow\emptyset-arrow:$ &&, Lemma 9.2 $(\not\equiv\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\}\mathrm{g}-arrow*\iota\epsilon(-4)\{^{\mathrm{g}}:_{\mathrm{p}}\mathrm{L}fplf\hslash\dagger \mathrm{f}^{f}t\mathrm{b}\prime x\iota\backslash .$(28)$\mathfrak{X}\mathfrak{B}^{\Re}J’\backslash \backslash )$
$\mathrm{x}\sigma$ Lemnia 10.5 \ddagger $\mathfrak{y}$ , amphidrome 7‘ : $\mathrm{n}\text{ }arrow$ ffl\emptyset g\xi \iota ,‘\mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$}p \emptyset \not\equiv \not\in lgU $\mathrm{b}\hslash \mathrm{l}T^{\backslash }\hslash 6$ .
Amphidrome 7’ :; $57\downarrow_{\mathrm{L}}’*_{\backslash }\mathrm{f}r_{\llcorner\backslash }T6$ node $P\sim\emptyset$ tefi] $[]\Sigma \mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{v}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}c\mathrm{y}}k2$ lile: $\mathrm{L}$, tc non-
amphidrome $=\mathrm{n}-\text{ }$ $+\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\backslash ’ \mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ $\emptyset 7\mathrm{p}7\mathrm{E}\succeq \mathrm{H}_{\backslash }\mathrm{u}\backslash \dot{\mathrm{X}}6\sigma$) $\text{ }$ ( $[\mathrm{L}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{M}1]$ [Tak]), non-a.mphidrome
$\emptyset\#\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} l’T_{\sim}^{-}1_{\wedge}l_{\vee}\not\in_{\mathrm{J}}\mathrm{I}\epsilon x\mathrm{o}\dot{\mathrm{x}}6\gamma_{arrow}\sim \mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{i}}\backslash \backslash f\mathrm{V}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{H}\mathrm{T}<6$ . LL] $p_{\grave{\grave{1}}_{\overline{\mathrm{p}}}^{-}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{E}\mathfrak{U}\emptyset$ $\text{ _{ }^{}-}$ $\nearrow^{\backslash }T^{\backslash }h6$ .
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$\prime xk\tilde{s}\sim\sigma\supset C\tau\dagger \mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\sigma)_{\mathrm{p}}^{\cong}\mathrm{E}\grave{\mathrm{J}}’1\backslash [] \mathrm{a}*\mathrm{g}\not\in \mathrm{O}\}’.[\mathrm{T}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}]\tau^{f}x\mathrm{S}\hslash T\mathrm{V}^{\backslash }6\mathrm{b}\emptyset\sigma)^{7}$ , [Tak] $\sigma\supset\Xi$ ft9 $\#\mathrm{J}\hslash^{1}\mathrm{J}$
$\sigma)\ \sim-6(\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\#’,/,\grave{\iota}\underline{\mathrm{B}}l\mathrm{b}\emptyset\dagger\#\hslash\hslash)$ $(: \hslash 6\sigma)^{-}0,$ $*\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} T\prime A^{\backslash }\backslash \mathrm{F}^{\gamma--\simeq}x\mathrm{x}i\mathrm{E}\grave{\mathrm{J}}\mathrm{a}\overline{\pi}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\hslash^{1}\mathrm{b}\emptyset\overline{\pi}\mathcal{D}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}$$\sigma)$ $\mathrm{E}\dagger\#$
$\hslash\hslash\not\simeq \mathfrak{u}\backslash \check{-\mathit{2}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\text{ }}\mathrm{A}\}_{\llcorner’}’\supset\vee^{\backslash }T’\mathrm{P}$ LXth $k\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\# T6\prime A^{\backslash }\backslash \not\cong l^{\grave{\grave{1}}}\hslash 6$.
11.3 $\circ\square$ – .
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}’\mathrm{t}’4\}’.$*A$ZSb $,$} $\wedge \text{ ^{}-\mathrm{e}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\}_{arrow \mathrm{B}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\text{ }k6t\grave{\grave{\}}}*\xi\emptyset\hslash \mathfrak{B}\epsilon\doteqdot\dot{\mathrm{x}}6\}_{arrow}’\yen\supset f^{\wedge}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\#\#\hslash \mathfrak{i}’\mathfrak{B}\wedge^{*}}’}’,’..$ ,
$\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\sigma\ \mathrm{S}\#\tau\iota\backslash f\sim f_{arrow}^{*}arrow \mathrm{g}\sim\gamma’.\iota\backslash$ .
77 ’“‘–F\emptyset -Pf\hslash e\Re $k$ $,$ $\mp$ $\text{ ^{}\backslash ^{\backslash }}\mathrm{D}$ $’-\emptyset$ Dedekind it $\}’\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{g}\uparrow*\hslash:\hslash*6-arrow \mathrm{g}\mathrm{g}ffi\mathfrak{j}\mathrm{f}$ ,
$1\backslash A\beta \mathrm{I}/l=\mathrm{l}\mathrm{g}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Leftrightarrow\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash \tau\iota\backslash \gammaarrow.\sim-kT^{\backslash }$. $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\emptyset k_{\mathrm{I}}^{\mathrm{A}}\not\in \mathrm{T}_{\hat{\beta}}^{\neq}65\# T\backslash \gamma’.\gamma’arrow\backslash \gamma’.\sim-$ &b $k6$ . (cf. [A1]) 1,
$\hslash^{\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{L},$
$\sim-*\iota t\grave{\grave{1}}$ explicit $\mathfrak{i}’.\mathrm{p}*-\cdot \mathrm{g}\mathrm{p}\urcorner\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} T^{\backslash }k6^{\vee}\sim\geq\hslash\grave{\grave{>}}\#\hslash^{1\prime}\supset f’.\emptyset$ $1\mathrm{a}_{\sim}-*<5\grave{)}\Pi\emptyset-\sim\succeq^{-}\mathrm{O}\hslash 6$ .
$\epsilon\circ\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}\emptyset$ ‘ ‘ $\gamma\}_{-\mathit{1}’\supset f’\emptyset[] \mathrm{J}_{!}\mathrm{B}\mathrm{f}**}’’.$ , 154&i IH $n\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}^{-}\mathrm{C}k\mathfrak{h},$ $\not\in \mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\Phi \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\Leftrightarrow_{1},\mathrm{g}_{\backslash \backslash }$
$\emptyset \mathit{5}\mathrm{P}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{a}\tau$ ih 6 $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\lambda \mathrm{j}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{k}\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{F}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} k_{X}^{F\mathrm{z}}$}} $f’.\#\not\in \mathfrak{l}’.$ l#\yen 6. Ek $l\grave{\grave{:}}\varpi \mathrm{F}\Re^{\zeta}\mathrm{F}\sigma$) $\hslash’\epsilon\}^{\vee}arrow.’\supset \mathrm{g},,\mathrm{a}_{\backslash \backslash \backslash }’\iota_{\lrcorner}^{\backslash }\backslash \}’$. Sb
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\overline{\vec{\beta}}}4^{\backslash }f_{arrow}^{\wedge}f_{arrow}^{\theta}\prime 4^{\backslash }f_{arrow}’\emptyset T$ih $’\supset f\tilde{arrow}\emptyset\grave{\grave{:}}$ , $\{\emptyset\prime x\hslash^{1}T\mathrm{g}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{g}\#\Re\hslash^{\grave{\grave{1}}}\not\simeq\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{L},$ $\mathrm{B}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash m\mathrm{g}*\mathrm{L}T\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash f\wedge^{-}.\sim\ \delta^{*}>$ ,
$|\backslash ffl*\hslash\grave \mathfrak{P}\mathrm{E}1]\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{X}T\hslash’\supset f=$ .
$:\sim^{\tau \mathrm{g}\pi}\vee 4^{1}\$ IBt St $\tau 5\mathrm{g}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\{_{<}T^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash }}6\emptyset[] \mathrm{f},$ $*\not\in T\mathrm{b}T\mathfrak{P}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}’.\mathrm{L}$ eif $\mathrm{L}\dagger\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\leqq\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{L}T\vee\backslash 6$ \ddagger 5 $\{’.$ ,
ffli $\dot{\chi}$ ei $12/5=3-1/(2-1/3)kT6_{\mathrm{c}}^{-}k\mathrm{T}k$ D. $12/5=2+1/(2+1/2)k^{-}\mathrm{t}6\mathrm{i}\mathrm{E}\# A\mathrm{g}\mathrm{a}$
IESc $\ \mathrm{E}5^{1}\mathrm{J}\mathrm{L}\tau\pi hT\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\backslash }6\emptyset T\hslash 6$ . rm $\Phi\#\mathrm{R}\mathrm{A}_{1\backslash }\tau_{\sim}^{-}\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathit{0}_{l}\not\geqq\backslash \#\Re\delta\backslash \backslash \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\backslash T<6_{\sim}^{\vee}$&g $\kappa[] \mathrm{I}$ ,
$\#[]_{-}\prime bt\mathrm{b}\llcorner 4^{\backslash }\overline{\mathrm{c}}\ T[] \mathrm{E}’X<$ . de $1_{\vee}6k*\iota$ lt 85 $\int\Xi \mathrm{V}^{\mathrm{Y}_{\mathrm{c}}^{\vee}\prime xT\hslash^{1}\geq \mathrm{V}^{\backslash }\overline{\mathit{0}}*}$ } $:,$ \yen a\emptyset Bffl
$\emptyset-\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\emptyset\grave{\grave{>}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in 5$ n6 Wh $\mathrm{t}_{)}h6$ .
8 $T\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\lambda \mathrm{B}l^{\grave{\grave{1}}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{b}hf’.\hslash k,$ \yen $f^{\wedge^{\backslash }}.\backslash .\epsilon\emptyset*_{\backslash }\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset\not\in 6\#\text{ },$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{A}|\mathrm{g},$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\grave{\iota}\mathbb{E}\mathrm{T}[] \mathrm{J}$ } $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ j.eh\mathrm{U}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} k$
$=6^{\vee}\sim\ \delta^{\mathrm{i}\prime}I\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\backslash }k\overline{\overline{\equiv}}^{p}\supset T^{\psi\backslash \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash }$ , $\text{ }$I $\text{ }\backslash ^{\backslash }-\backslash \mathrm{F}\emptyset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\overline{\mathrm{p}}fi*_{\grave{\mathrm{x}}}^{\pi \mathrm{g}\emptyset 77\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\}’\mathrm{R}\sigma\perp \mathrm{b}\backslash \gamma_{\mathrm{C}}}\mathrm{p}.\backslash "\overline{\mathrm{g}}’\supset\tau\iota’\supset$.
I. $\hslash^{1}\mathrm{L},$ $k_{\mathrm{i}}\emptyset\geq \mathrm{g}$ , $\tau\backslash _{\mathrm{u}\backslash }^{\mathrm{H}_{\backslash }\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\prime x\doteqdot \mathfrak{i}’3\hslash\grave{\grave{\backslash }}11^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash }f_{arrow}^{\vee}}\cdot\backslash$ . $’\epsilon \mathrm{h}[] \mathrm{a},$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{A}[] \mathrm{Z}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\gamma_{arrow}.*\mathrm{r}\mathrm{g}ET$} $\mathrm{f}$ Dedekind $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{D}$
$\epsilon_{\mathrm{p}}^{\ni}+\mathrm{g}\mathrm{L}T\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash \prime x\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\backslash }\rfloor\not\in:\vee^{\backslash }\check{\mathcal{D}}-\sim\not\in;C-\hslash\cdot\supset r\sim.$. $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{A}\emptyset \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}*$ $-\mathrm{N}\mathrm{e}$ Dedekind $\hslash \mathrm{J}\emptyset\Re\dagger \mathrm{i}\Xi_{\beta}^{3}+\mathrm{g}\iota \mathrm{a}\Re$
$1\mathrm{I}\mathrm{E}$ $\mathrm{L}^{rightarrow}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{V}^{\backslash }6\emptyset f’.*l\grave{\grave{:}},$ fflJ $\dot{\mathrm{x}}[]\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} s(5,1‘ \mathit{2})k\mathrm{p}\neq$ g\tau 6 , $s(5,12)+s(12,5)=s(5,1‘ 2)+s(2,5)=$
$-1/4+(1/5+1/1\backslash 2+1/60)/1\mathit{2}\geq \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}E\mathrm{C}\mathrm{P}$ (24) $k\mathrm{H}l^{\backslash },$ $7\wedge\}_{\mathrm{c}}’s(2.5)\}’.*_{\backslash }\mathrm{f}1_{\vee}T\mathrm{p}\mathrm{F}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\}’.T6$ . $’\supset\yen$
$\gamma)12/5=2+2/5=\cdots=2+1/(2+1/2)$ Et $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\iota\backslash \tau$:I5 $\mathfrak{h}$ $,$ &L $\tau-\Gamma \mathrm{R}\mathrm{b}s(5,12)+s(1\mathit{2},5)=$
$s(.5,2)+s(-3.5)=\cdots$ &\5 Mte $12/5=3-3/5=\cdots=.3-1/(2-1/3)\epsilon ffi\psi\backslash \tau;x\iota\backslash$
$\sim-\geq T\hslash 6$ .
: $n[] \mathrm{f}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\}^{\vee}.\mathrm{E}’I^{\vee}\sim\ T^{\backslash }k6$ . aea $\mathit{9}0*\int*\dagger \mathfrak{X}\not\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{H}\#\mathrm{g}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i},$ $\emptyset\Re\#\#\emptyset*\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}k\# Pl\grave{\grave{\backslash }}\tau\neq$
$\emptyset-\Lambda^{-}\mathrm{e}\hslash \mathfrak{y}$ , $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\lambda \mathrm{R}$ it $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{p}\Phi,$ $\mathrm{g}\pi 4\mathrm{E}*\Re\}^{\vee}.[] \mathrm{g}n_{\mathrm{r}^{\Delta}}^{\mathrm{s}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{L}$,A \tau ‘ $4\backslash 6$ . $\mathrm{A}\urcorner,$ \‘iB $l\mathrm{b}\dagger\star\Re \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\Re k\emptyset\Re$
$*\lambda_{d}[]’$. Sb $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash \tau \mathrm{t}$ , : 5 $\iota\backslash _{\check{9}}\#\mathrm{B}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{1}[] \mathfrak{X}^{\backslash }R\mathrm{t}1\rfloor \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}T\doteqdot T\vee\backslash 6$ . $\ddagger \mathrm{E}\not\leqq \mathrm{i}k\mathrm{g}\# 4\emptyset’\xi$onaV $\backslash \emptyset\Xi^{\backslash }k+9$
$\cong n\mathrm{n}’ \mathfrak{d}\backslash \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{L}\mathrm{T}1^{\backslash }6$ la-e“ $\emptyset \mathfrak{X}\mathrm{A}\hslash\grave{\grave{\mathrm{l}}},$ $\wedge$ } $\mathrm{f}\hslash>\mathfrak{h}$ ea $rx\#,$ $\mathrm{E}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{g}\#\Re k\hslash\Downarrow\backslash -C4^{\tau}6\emptyset Tk6\check{\mathcal{D}}$ ? $\prime x’$.
$\ )_{\backslash }\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset*\mathrm{D}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\emptyset\grave{\mathrm{t}}3[] \mathfrak{X}\hslash \mathrm{l}\tau\hslash 6-arrow\ \ddagger!(^{---\mathrm{c}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{A}\mathrm{B}\mathrm{P}\emptyset*|\mathrm{g}t1\mathrm{S}k\lambda \mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}4\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\}’V\text{ }\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{L}\gamma,\vee}\sim\sim\backslash ..\sim$
$\epsilon\epsilon k’-\frac{--}{\beta}+\mathrm{L},\mathrm{v}\backslash r\tilde{.}f^{i}.\mathrm{g}\gamma’.1^{\backslash }.)$
: $\emptyset_{\sim}^{-:}$ $\geq[]\vee.*’\supset$ Et $\mathrm{g}’\supset \mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}$ $\backslash \gamma.-\hslash,$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{A}\dagger 2\mathrm{m}b\tau \mathrm{g}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\downarrow \mathrm{g};+\Re k\hslash \mathrm{t}\backslash \tau$Dedekind TO $\xi_{\mathrm{p}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$fi $\mathrm{L}T$
$hf^{\wedge}..k5T$6&, ffl $E\not\in\emptyset*\mathrm{E}\Phi$ $((24) X\emptyset 1/pq^{g)^{\vee}}\sim \ )$ $\not\supset\grave{\grave{\mathrm{l}}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} fx9$ i6 $\backslash ,$ $g^{\backslash }-\sim l\mathrm{l}\mathfrak{P}\mathrm{E}$tc $\sim\vee$
$7\mathrm{A}\pm\urcorner-i\yen-\mathrm{R}[{\rm Im}]\emptyset$ ’Pl: $\mathrm{b},$ $\Re \mathrm{E}\triangleleft^{-}6,$ $\mathrm{B}\dagger \mathrm{J}\emptyset^{\lrcorner}\underline{\backslash \prime}\mathfrak{H}T\emptyset\Re\# t_{j\backslash \prime}.x\backslash *$in. $T\mathrm{V}\backslash 6$ .
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! -Montesinos[MMl] ,
$\text{ }\mathrm{M}\mathrm{M}$ , .
, , , .
induction $f$ (Lemma 105 ) ,
.
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